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ion secure
By Naomi Tra"ers
Hilltop Starr Reporter

CongTessman Louis . Stokes (DOhio) has secured an additional $13
million in federal funds for Howard
Universit·y during fiscal year 1987

(FY '87) by lobbying in favor of a bill
that provides aid to historically black

colleges and universities as part of the
Department of Education's. annual
budget.
On Oct. I, Hriuse and Senate con-

ferees reached an agreement to appropriarc $221 million for black colleges and universities, eaFmarking
$170.23 especially for Howard
University, a substantial increase
from funds given during FY '86.
According to Stokes, it was a difficult task to get the money allocated
for the universit)', but that once it

'

'
Howard Univenity President
Jaines E. Cheek

•

owar

was secured, the amount was increased from an additional $8 million provided by_the Senate version of the bill
ta Sl3 million .
''As one Of our nation's premier
historically black' colleges;. Howard
University should be assured of a
stable financial base in ordt!r·to continue ' its time~honored tradition of
providing quality educational oppbr- ,
tunities to black arid. educationally
disadvantaged you ng people,''
Sto~es said .
The complete budget for FY '87,
of which _S tokes' provision is a .
floating resolution, has yet to be approved as ~ongress yesterday had to
vote on emergency legislation for
funds to sustain t.he government's activity and operation for the beginn-

ing FY '87 . •

\Vhether or not Stokes' provision
was included in the emergency legisla- ·

'

Homecoming successful desP-ite P-roblems

•

tion is unknOwn and whether or not ment plan .
it will survive a full debate on FY '87
Harris does not Forsee any tuition
remains to be seen. The funds may decreases resulting from the addibe soon guaranteed if. Congress
comes to an agreement on all the t1onai federal graOt. ''I don't want
details of a fiscal year budget before anyone to think that their tuition will
November election5 which · is likely decrease because of the federal funds,
because of political reasons. But the if we get them. We have so many
·funds may also be overlooked until other deficiencies at the univcr"sity
the IOOth Congress meets in early '87. that must first be addressed,'' said
The bill s~ates that the money Harris·.
.granted to Howard University should
University President James E .
. be used towards providiilg faculty
and nonfaculty personnel with long- Cheek ann~unced Tudday that there
deffered salary increases, maintain- will be salary increases for faculty
ing the university's library and to members only. There was some belief
support on-going research .
that the hikes were related to Stcikes' ·
According to Vice President of · provsion, but according to Harris,
Fiscal
. .Affairs Caspa Harris ' the the faculty -only increases have beerl
un1vers1ty must use the funds as ear- planried by- the university f~r some
marked by Congress. He added that time now and that they will take effunds will also go towardS the fect irrespective of the adop't ion of
Howard University employee retire- the Stokes'. provision by Congress.

Colonel Abrams no show ·at concert
By Michelle Miller
llilltop Staff Writer

Despiie the absen'ce of full promotional assistailce fr Om WHUR , concert sched uling and booking problems, mos1 of the alumnj and student popula1ion tend to agree that
Hom«;on1ing '86, '' We .Are.One'',
was a success! said · Ricky Wilk ins,
chairman of 1he Homec oming
C~ mn1ittee . .
' '\Ve met our goals, bu"t it took a
101 of hard '''or k and dedication to
make H o mecoming a success, "
\\/ilk.ins said.
Although mos! are pleased with ils
ou1come. all " 'as not -problem free.
s;iid \Vilkins. ·
The Ho mecomi ng Com mi1tee
needed a prOmotions campaign , the
chairn1an said .
' '\Ve \\CO( l!l \VHUR (irst."""1 personally
" 'ent
to
Jim
Wa1k ins,(W HUR 's ge·neral· manager)
ap.d Owen Nichols (vice-president of
adn1inistra1ion) to discuss promotions. -We .discussed a number of
idea s,
including
r~dio
announcement s and prbmotional.
gi\'eaways, '' said Wilk ins.
· •' \Vhen 1he time ca me, ctown for
specifics, WHUR was l!na~e to provide the air-time we .k ew was
necessar}' to suffici\!nt ly promote
Ho111ecomipg, '' he· a~~ed.
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The Small Business Develo pment
Center of 1he School of· Business and
Publ ic Administration ·offers two
special!)' designed Programs to aid in
the development of.small businesses.
One of these programs is the Fran·chise Resourse Assistance and Train -.
ing program (FRAT). Its purpose is
to encourage small business forma tion in the D.C. metropolitan area by
means of franchising. The seco nd
progra.m is the Focus Group for New
and Prospective Enterpreneurs, an evening counseling program for. startup business owners who need to address all the principle issues involved
in owning· a business.
The first goal of the . Franchise
Resource Assistance and Training.
Program (FR.AT), according to Nan~Y Flake, director of the · Small
Business Development Cent~, is to
help people determine if· franchi sing
is the best optioc for them when going into business .
Having begun this year, the: FRAT
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on Howard's campus. Chancd by the
National College Republican
Organization and looked upon as an
Hilltop Staff Reporters
official student organization Qn campus, the College Republicans pro''There are sOme Republicans " 'ilh . mote the basic ideol.og)' of , the
Heart ... they may be difficult to find
Republican party. .
, but they do exist,''. saii:I Mik;
''It is tim~ that the black young
people today are informed of the opWilliams presideiit of Howard
tion of being a Repdblican,"
University Colle1c Republicans
(HUCR).
·
Williams said. Williams believes in
''The majority of'. blacks feel ' tr.at . the conservative ideoloay of ''help·
.all Republicans are [political) .ing ourselves.''
mongers, and that just isn't true,''
''It is important for black students
Williams continued. ''It's up to the
to be auressi-.le and obtain what is
sufficient to live life,•• said Williams.
Howard College Republicans to let
people know that some Rep.u blican
The H.U.C.R. attribut~ itself with
ideologies arc relevant in today's
beina ''Black first.'' and Republican
· society.''
second. Issues such as affirmative acExistins since Auaust 1983, the 1ion, anti-oponheld policies aitd other
Republican orpnization rcc •..-i~es
civil n,hts take a forefront in the
bOth positive and neaative criticis11•
H.U.C.R.'s qe11da.
ljy Mlcbolle Mlll<r &.
Monique LaBe1ch

• liSOft snatch ho1Mc0Mift9

Antal~

W•....ace, WHMM'1

11als.. 111a11-111r, da'9iMll
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Colleges.

In an article appearing in 1he
September/ October issue of The
· B.lack Collegian Magazine, Michalski
and Nohe explained that employers
are hiring liberal ans graduates in increasing numbers-despite \he facHhat
two-thirds of college students are
enrolled in technical and Profes~nal
programt.
.
·\
''A liberal arts education fosters
analytical and critical thipking. It
develops your historical and global
perspectives, enhances your written
and oral communication skills and
cultivates .Your, judgement, flexibility and sense of Values," said
Michalski .and Nohe .
Robert J. Callender, President of ·
Chemical Rank noted that a liberal
education, ••... that which incorporates quantification and science,
literacy, a sense of history, a curiousity about great issues and abili1y to
take experiences and juxtapose them,
a value structure one has and -works
spective businesses within the D.C. from - is the basis of the full developmetropolitan area .
ment of the individual as he or she
''Too many people come in (to the moves beyond formal education."
AT&T, in a comprehensive study,
Center) with no money and they want
to go into businesses in which they found that ov,er a period of 20 )'Cars,
have no experience," the "directOr of 43 Percent of its liberal arts majors
SBDC said. ''You have got to have had gained ''fourth-level'' manage ~
some equity capital and some ex- merit. Only 32 percent of its business
perience in the industry . And then majors and 23 percent of its engineeryou have to plan· it carefully; and ing majors had reached the same
even· then there· is no guarantee you . plateau. ·
will be·successful, bui you will be betTwenty percent more liberal arts
ter prepared ."
graduates will be hired this year as
compared to the less than one percent
·' Flake said that SBDC represents increase overall hiring of graduates
partnership bet\;"'een the U.S. Small holding bachelor's degrees. It looks
Business Administration (SBA) and as if the liberal arts are making a
th~ University .
''comeback,'' the article stated.
''Fifty percent of what we gel from
Libera,! arts students' broad educa.the government must be cas·matched.
The other fifty percent must be in- , tioqal baCkgrounds make ·them likekirfd voluntary services and office ly candidates to be chosen in the •
world of ever-changing technology.
space," Flake said.
But liberal arts as well as profession.al
''The SBDC started in 1977 and degree students should remember the
received its· first funding from ttie road 10 an entry-level position is still
SBA in I 977, although in the past a· bumpy one.
here have been centers that have
Preparation and the ability to learn
helped minorities (entrepreneurs) on _ play a key role in absorbing the shock
- this campus,'' Flake added .
of 1hose bumps, said the article.

ent~preneµr~

leaders, and written ~aterial, ''Flake
said.
.
''We have a pre-prescribed agenda so we start out with thcr basics of
entrepreneurship. We introduce a
business plan, · and maybe the next
week we will (discuss) financing a
business, she said.
Flake said the Focus Group has
made great progress. ''As evidei;iced
by the comments in the. newsletter, l
feel that it (the success rate) is very
high, because .the goal is to educate
people about the realities of. owning
and operating their own business. At
thiS: point we are trying to track· how
many of tho:se peqple go into
business."
Flake added that there are also op.
ponunities each week for the participant · to meCt individually with a
counselor to talk about his particular
business, as well as to network with
other participants.
The purpose of the Small Business
Development Center (SBDC), out of
which cOme · the FRAT program
and the Focus Group, is to provide
man~gementandtechniccll. assistance
to small business, owners and pro·

Students m~y be lucky in landiilg
a first job, but if they want to keep
moving up the career ladder their best
bet is to go for a liberal arts degree,
according to Judith Michalski and
Laur.an Nohe, editorial assistants for
the Office of Public Information for
the Association of American
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General degree
•
could increase
career mobility
Special to the Hilltop

ii " 'as done ."
'
·'When the Homecoming promotion began on WDJY, phone calls
and letters started coming in," said . ,
Ward . ''The majority of the .
responses were go~ . "
I
. Lenny C hapma'n, local sales
Colonel Abrams
manager of WHUR, said, ''We were
Wilkins contacted Brule Bailey quite per1urbed by the Homecoming
(\VDJY's program d irector) who · Committee' s action of going to DJ
agreed 10 promo1e Homecoming in
100. To me it was very irresponsible
its entirety .. The station providCd
o n 1heir part ." Chapman concluded
$23,925 in air-time and $2,500 in"Cash
that the occurrence amounted to
for-promotional T-shirts as. compared
Howard University slapping itself in
with the $3,000 promotional air-time
the face . Jim Watkins, generaJ
that WHUR offered .
manager c;if WHUR, was nol
Camille Ward, (assist.int to Brute
aVailable for comment. ·.
Bailey), said, ''When Ricky came to
·Along with the promo1ion con·
· us, Brute asked him to meet with
troversy, bOoking problems plagued
WHUR again·. Brute did not want to
the Homecoming Concert. Wilkin!
step on an'yone's turf.''
sa id, ''Baker was taken from
Since Wilkin s was unable to come
Howard by a local promotion com\ 'incrnt \'Mt'ntinr/Thr Hlltlop
to a sufficient agreement he returnpany in D.C. and booked at Con...
ed to \VPJY . Ward said, ''\th just
stitu lion Hall ." Wilki·ns added ; . Miu Ho~ord 1986-87, Khadiia Diggs, is ncorted. by Homecoming choi,.
w*nred to help if no o ne else wQuld.
··These people ·don 't recognize the
man Ric•y Wil•lns during tfte honteeoming game half-time ceremonies.
We have received a lot of postive
ethics involved in this situation. They
.
feedback from students and the
0 Continued on· page 2
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properly promoted ,- 1 saw to it that

program is a 1wo fold operation.
More specifically , the program
First, it is a workshop which provides provides the participant with self·
. a haiids-on approach to learn if fran evaluation 1ools, assistance in finding
:chisi ng is the right choice 10 make the growth industries in the area and
when starting a business. Second ii is franchising, and help -in evaluating
a technical assistance and _counseling and setting up a franchise, among .
servi ce for a participant who has other aid . .
decided fran chinsing· will be hi s fo rm
As . for the success rat.e of the·
of busi ness.
FRAT program, Fla~e said, ''We
Flake said that ore of the advan- have onlY. had one workshop so far,
tages of franchising is that it offers except to say we had 23· (in at tenpreexisting business' established dance). We have a Howard grad who
.1rademark (such as 7UP, or Seven servesasatechnicaladvisortous . He
Eleven), tradename, and pre - has f ran ·!· "ing experience and a cones1ablished operational system. ·
suiting
m . His name. is Aaron
' 'You have to follow the fran· ."Shangle ·, a (former Howard) star
chiser's system of doing business, and · basketball player. " ,
you have to .share some of the proThe :second program, the Focus
fit s with the franchiser," Flake said. - Group for New and Prospective
Flake added that to become a fran- Enerpreneurs, is an evening group
_chisee .one must pay iln up-front fee cpunseling program that was
as well as royalties to his (pre- established last October.
established) fran chiser . .
· According to Flake, it iS run on an
Flake"said that FRAT is a very in- alternate-month basis, each month
teractive program because you're containing a four·part counseling
always working with other people. series, all ~o that . the prospective
The tecl1nical assistance .and counsel- busine's .owner can plan before going service, ope:rates on a one-on-one ing into business.
basis bet-ween the participant and a
''Each week deals With a differnt
FRAT advisor, she said .
theme ar;d has speakers, discussion

H illto p Staff Reporter

•

Howard ~ommunity for our efforts,''
said War'1 .
\\' ii kins said that WDJY mei · his
promoiional needs and was grateful
for their help. But regardless of whopromoted Homecoming; ''I had a
job to do," Wilkins added . '' It was
to make sure that Homecoming was

Sma,11 Business Center assists

---~~-~~==---'---Ry Paul S. Burle)·
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''At Howard we are not so much
in tuned trying to allocate what
comes out of the White House.'' In
fact Williams said technically ' 1 you
don't even have to be a Republican
to be apart of our oraanization.''
Williams said tliat there needs-to be
an equal balance of representation
for blacks in both lhc Republican and
Democratic panlf\. ''In this coun·
try,'' Williams said, ''you can't have
all of one on a side.''
Williams believes that · the Jesse

Jackson Rainbow Coalition Campaian may have disillusioned blacks
from the Democrat Party. "The Jesse
Jackson campaian was based on
numbers of people for suppon, and,
in a sense, I think those numbers of
people wor• counted before the sup-

pon WU rally there," Slid Williams.
Williams anributes sonio of the ex-

treme conservative legislation that

passed through Conareq to the.Jack .
of IitiC'ral views in tlic Senate.
Regardless of the party, 111< qlleslion
becomes conservative or libel al. As
with the inquisitioQS of SuP.reme
Court Chief Justice William
Reinquest.
''In a position where the country

has a tlchl conservalivc 1clp. 1he ..
.civil rial)n iaue will look b'= k,'' said
WillianU. The wholo.Jcpl poocess la
aetti111 tiJhl Tor blacks, he added .
Since Ibis wave of mnservatism

has increased in lhe Republican poirindividuals m1111 aei in Qn 1he in-

•rside of the party to alleviale or k11m1

•

the scars of its reip. Williams said,
As for his economic beliefs,
Williams is an avid capitalist.
"'America is 11111 by bia bi11s1' I H .

o co•dn•• •
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BIN preps
students for
job market

·,;

neepcd in the profession."
ing and do somethina about -it, he
Dean
Smith
painted
out
that
there
Hill1qp S1arr R'port'r
said.
i~ a sJ>Ccial n~d in the field in gepecOther highlighted speakers of !he
t 1c
engineering. . With
new
. The Howard University Law
t~honological advancements, scien- seminar· were Pat'r ici8 C. Ives,
School, in c onjuction with the
11sts are nc;>w ~ble to duplicate all primary patent examiner of the
Americah .IntellectualProperty law
~orms of lire, including human be~ United States Patent and Trademark
Association (AIPLA), sponsored a
1ngs; and these ethical issues of Office and J~hua I. Smith, president
seminar to introduce minorities to
duplicating life are definitely con- and chief cxecu1ive officer·of MAXcareer opportunities in intelleci:al pronected with legal matters he said .
IMA Corporation.
perty on -T uesday, October 7, in
· Smith sai!J it is extrem~ly impor- · · Ives stressed the patent and
Houston Ha:ll at .the law school.
tant f-0r minorities not to be counted trademark contribution ·o f Black
Intellectual property is a kind of _out in this area, for the ability to Americans. Mentioning such invenproperty or a persons ideas such as change a social institµtion can effect tors 'such as George Washington
· inventions or discoveries . In order to any one's life. he said.
Carver, Garret A . . Morpn, and
~protect
an
invention from
To spur iriterest in the 'field Dean
Lewis H-. Latimer, she indicated that
these inventors had diffitulty in
unauthorized duplication, federal pa- S~i!h spent. fi~e years compl~ting a
tent, trademark and copyright laws b1bl1ograph1c index, · entitled ''The . marketing thCir ideas.
_
·
-.
' - and stat"e trade secret laws must be _..Genectic Engineering ·R.evotuiion: A
Smith lectured upo·n the law and
/
_
.
_' used .
.
New Century Realily, '' con't aining
business aspect of his corporation
r,.•Kl•oCrowdkiJr./TltiHIUtop
J. Clay Smith, Jr., dean or the listings.of articles, from January s,
and the legal matters that an importeaches students how to edtt and
Howard Law SchOol, confessed, 1981 to ~ptember 30, 1986, issue of
tant role in business manapment .
''We would like to. encourage genectic engineering. .
. Smilh said he is disheartened by !he
undergraduates to consider law as a
''I thought it 'was time
more ininsignificant amount of black-owned
.career since more minority lawyers· ·formation was disseminated so you
corparations and •stressed the needpaign, BIN taped his speech made in with backgrounds in sc ien ce, (minorities) could do more1 esearch,
ed increase of black participation in
Cramton auditorium. The tape ·was engineering, and · mathematics are Iearn more about Ji;enectic jCOgineerbusiness.·
'
aired on television channel ~2

By Rho•d• Monn

Bison Information Network (BIN)
.provides Howard University students
'''ith 1elevision production experience
·regardless of their major. Students
learn how to edit, produce and direct •• • . ' • '
,, ,,,
,,·itli. ,an emphasis on video
production.
''BIN is for people "who are serious
abol1t rheir careers, who a:_re looking
10 build a legacy of hard-working
s1uden1s Who are willing to go out ·into 1he real world,'' said Lisa Ed111is1on, a senior television production .
major . Edmiston obtained an internship '''ith Channel 9 WUSA sports as
Ron Simmons coordinator of BIN
a result of her BIN experience.
· produce video.
'
Ron Simmons, ijlN's new coor0
dinator, said that this year BIN plans
to i:nake a three to four 1?3rt half~hour . ur other universities . The commerser1es· on Afro-American writers . ?
----.- - . T\YO of the selected, guests are poet c1al. ~om~1ned work frQ.m student
Alexis Deveaux and author Gwen- radio stat io n WHBC, which created
dolyn Brooks.
· .
• a radio a~. The Hill~op, whic~ ~ork- WHMM last February.
-I
The Office of Student Recruitment ed on print production, part1c1pants
has also commissioned BIN to make from the School of Business, and
Created in 1980 by the Depanment
a 20 minute video tentatively called BIN which took ch~rge of the pro- of Radio, Television and Film, BIN
. ''The Howard Recruitment Video .,,._ cess. The commercial took fourth was designed ''to produce a show
from conception to completion with
It will be sent to various alumni place.
associations, and shown co high
for the last two Years, BIN has intentions of get ting it aired,'' said
sc hoo l students
hi g hli ghting taped the Annual Festival of Black Joseph Gill, vice president or BIN
Howard's buildings and campus.
Storytelling, held last year on Nov . and a broadcast production major .
BIN meets on Thursdays at 6·p.m .
"Last semester, BIN created a com- 7 - 10 in the Blackburn Center. Wheri
1nercial for General Motor~-Ford in Louis Farrakhan visited Howard dur- and on Fridays from 2 p.m. to 4:30
a competition that pit -them against ing Jesse Jackson's presidential Cam- p.m . in St udio A at WHMM.
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Homecoming
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From page" 1

ma11ce, said Wilkins. ''Colonel
Despite these problems, Wilkins
Abrams didn't sbow for lhe first said that overall he was pleased with
show on Saturday night."
the celebration. Wilkins added that
.''Abrams said he was detained due the commit tee intended to unify the
to car trouble," the chai rman ex- campus and to instill in the students'
plained. However, Wilkins said he minds the theme that we are one.
to Ward, Bailey helped re-book !he was not satisfied With Abrams' ex:oncert . ''Brute knows quite a few cuse primarily b'ec:iuse $7 ,000 worth
''We wanted to make Homecompeople in the music busineSs and of 1icket sales were returned to ticket
ing the best thal it could possibly"be,''
through his associates he was able to holders S~turday nigh{ .
Presently, the committee has stop- said Wilkins . ''The committee knew
faCi litate the HomecOming Concert,''
ped payme11t on Abrams $7 ,SOO the feeling ar:id the co.ncept that it
safd Ward.
Other problems With the concert check for his breach of contract. A wanted Howard to embrace and in
-all, I thi.nk· we achieved ou1 goals."
came later the night of the perfor- settlement has not been reached .

only recognize the dollar sign.,,.
The Homecoming Co mmittee was
under a tremendous time predica111eni. due to the scheduling situation .
.t t would be difficult to schedule an
:1rtist in a six week period. According

-

Republicans
and I don't think a socialist ·systeri1
can just come in and take over . .It
would take a revolution and this
country's too powerful to allow such
to occur. Socialism is not right for·
this country,'' Willliams emphasized.
Socialism defined by Williams·,
equates everyone as the same and
limits human rights and abilities .
'' Men and .women can't be all that
they can be.'' Capitalism, however,
improves the ''standards or living
and pushes -0ne to innovate."
For theD~.strict or Columbia, 1986
marks a local election year . Williams
said, ··acing: an election year in the
district; the impartance·of having an
objective View of politicS among
Howard Students and black student s
_elsewhere is a must."
·
H .U.C .R . plans to have many
guests spea kers who will promote ''a
true Republican future in Black
politics.''
Last year. the Georgetown senior
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Minorities find new prospects in law.

By Lenora Harris
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From page 1 \

and Republican Conservative Deroy
Murdock attended a forum which he

are some Republicans to have.
The College Republicans have
believed was hoS!ed by !he H.U.C.R. ·shown support foi those candidates
who have helped the Hqward ComHe was gr.ee1ed by a hostile an1imunity, Williims said.
Republican audience .
Williams said, ''I think he's veiy
''Our main issue right now is who .
well read and l admire his ablltiy to·
oratate and I think he will have a we will support in the election of the
mayor," said Williams adding, ''at
grea1 political future.
this time the organization does not
'.'~he basic problem with Qeroy,''
4
. W1ll1ams continued , 'is that he does · suppart either Mayor Marion Barry
or Carol Schwartz, who is· on the
not quite knpw or can identify with
Repub)ican ticket .''
the problems o f the Black Community ." In simpler ternls ''he lacks the
heritage. ''
According to Williams, this deciIn Deroy's more recent speeches
sion was based on the fact that
he has become a bit more moderate
Mayor Barry has recently been
in tone. '.'Maybe we should share
cooperative with the Howard comsome optirilism in his view changmunity and the fact that Schwartz
ing," Williams said .
beat out the former Rev. Gerry More
Trudy Morrison, sgt . al Arn1s of
(Rankin Chapel) whom the organizathe U.S. Senate; George Haley, U.S.
tion preferred for the candidacy.
Senafe Candidate (Md . Republican):
and Mfra Singer, loca l D. C .
DO DD
r;epresentative (Ward I, Republican)
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Gr.aduate/Professional
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Day
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Blackburn .Center ·T HURSDAY,
•

Thursday, October ·23 1986
SBPA Auditorium
9:40 A.M : " The Advantages of An M.B.A."
Featuring guest from Northeastern
Univ.,Harvard Business School, Simmon
College, Dartmouth College and
Industry professionals.

'

•

•

OCTOBER 23, 1986
•

•
•

•

11 :00 A.M. "Getting Accepted To Business School"
Admlasions officers from top business ·
schools such as:-Stanford Univ.,Univ. of
Chicago; Duke Univ., Harvar.d Univ., Univ .
.of Virginia, and the Consortium for Graduate
' Study In Management.
.
ALL students lntere~ted in graduate business
degrees are urged to attend. For more Information
contact the SBPA Student
•
Council Office at 636-5116 .

,

,
•
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•

... Write or call for appllcatlons/informatlQn:
••

Ms. A. Vivian Davis, Admmtons Coordinator
Howard University Law School
Van Ness
Strl!et, ·N. W. Wa1hington, D.C.
· (202)
~t'-6575
'
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Bar·r y accepts debateoffer
..

!

'

•

Schwartz ·remains undecided
By Janella Newsome
Hilltop Starr Rcpor1cr

All of the mayoral candidates in

the District of Columbia have been
invited b
· ward University's
television stat
WHMM-TV
(Channel ). to _cr ebate which has

been sched led for

tobcr 25, at 8

p.m.

Of the s· ca

idates funning for

office, fiv have agreed to attend including in umbent Mayor M3rion
Barry. Rep blican cahdidate and cur-

rent D.C Couitcilmember Carol
Scwart
t-Large). has yet to reply
to the invit·ation. -

Barry Has rejected an offer from
WJLA-TV for a one-on-one debate

S111atw J•Mings; Colan1I FNd11ic11-Ga..,.-,, -os11onout; Ckalcs Alhed (ChW) And1r1oft, i.o-; and Ge11eral Chuc• Y009or, retired flyiftg ace at NASA awards

ceremony.

NASA honors. black airman
•

,.

•

.

.meone willing ·to train him to fly was
difficult . The Pilot credits a man
name Ernie Buell ' 'the Flying Outc~man,'~ f?r teaching him advanced
~ight t~aini.ng and eyent~ally pressur1ng wlt1~e pilots to give his the opportunityto"earnhistransportlicense. In
1929 , Anderson became the first
black to earo a transport license in
the United States.
But finding work· was not easy.
Anderson said, ''I began digging ditches for the WPA (Works Progress
Association) before 1 met up .w.ith Dr.
~
Forsythe." During the thirties, he
d f
·i
D Alb . E F
an e 11 ow P1 Ot, r;
ert · oryth
th e coun l ry to pro!>
en
ew ka II· over
bl
I
· av1aE1on
· · .
mote ac 1nvo vement 1n
A d
b d b'
·
n erson remem ere
itter 1y
h ow. " wh 1't es use d t o c hase us "(h e
.ng on wh'te
1
an d Fors ythe) f rOm land 1
•
based runaways.

with Schwartz because .it did not include the other four candidates who
are "Brian Moore flndc"pendent Party), Josephine Butler (0.C .
Statehood), Deborah R. Lazar
.(Socialist .Workers Pany), and Garry
Davis (Independent Party).
Telegrams were sent on Tues.day
from WHMM General, Manager Arnold Wallace to the candidates, who
were given 72 hours to notify the station with "their response . ·

· AeronautiC news release . Today
many military, civil.and commercial
Hill1op S1arr Rcpor1cr .,
•
pilot s owe their success to this black
$220 million awarded
Charles Alfred ''Chier• Anderson,
aviations pioneer.
black piOneer to.thousan, of black
''I ' ll nevet rOrget the Chie.f ''said
d
' d
pilotsbeforeandduring\\ t:ld War
Ro~coe DrapJ?C~· a stu ent u.n er
II, received the Frank G. 3rew~r
Chief Anderson 1n ~he ear}7Tfhort1es at
Trophy, W~nesday at the National
the Tuskeegee Institute ..
a! ~an
Air and Space Museum, the Smithsowen1 t~r~ugh a lac to b_r1ng a~1at1on
nian. Institution .
. '''~;re It 1s for blacks today . . .
By Carolyn H~ad
The Brewer -Trophy, the nation's
. ~od~r blacks are progr~ss1ng 1n f
Hillto p s 1arr R~port~r
highest award for contributions to
av1at1on, GC1?rge Haywo~ another
~~-~-~=-=-~~~aviation and space education, was
Tuskeegee Airmen repl1e9 .
More than $220 million in federal
funds have been resLrved by Hou••
Presented' to its first black r"ecipient
Al
79·
,
Chief
Anderson
is
still
and
·
c
~
by General Chuc k Yeager, astronaut
andSenateconfer~forseverallongac1ive pilot, and prides himself with
and test Pl.lot .·
debated. improvements in the
"Fl y1ng
·
·ts ~omet h 1ng
'
h
h
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o
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60 years of flying ext•• at
a.s
Washington area's transportation
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n ernetwork .
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after
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·
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·
v1·ng
h1·s
award
.
Airinan
International
(N
.
Al),
which
Son Sal
The improv.cments will include ex.works actively in training· youth to fly
Anderson added that he remembers
panding the. Metro subway system,
''chasing airplci.ries as they new by his
during the s ummer months at
Tuskeegee.
renovating three key highways, and
grandmother's house'' when he was
adding an . inbound lane to the
a young bOy, which only ~eightened .
In 1941, Anderson, along with a
Theodore Roosev.elt Bridge.
his desire to fl y.
consortium of schools which includ- ·
Anderson' s students have been
The Penn s lyvania native ·en - ed Ho\\'ard University, · Oberlin, successful and many have gone on to
The decision will allot $201 million
countered many obstacles in his quCs·t North Carolina A&T, and Hampton the Annapolis Air Academy and
for Metro, chiefly to build a section
to n y in a segregated · country . .Jn Institute, formed a flight training commercial airl ines, such as former :Qf the long-delayed Greenline in
1928, Anderson borrowed $2,500 for school at Tus keeg~ Institute in student, Artis Gilmore " ·ho is now~ 'Prince George's County. Other
h.i~ first ·a irplane, but findin.2. so- Alabama, according to a National . piloi with Piedmont .
.~
.allocations include $8 million to start
'-'------"----'------'---.,..,r"-----.,.----------------------' renovating the
BaltimoreWashington ·Parkway; $7 .7 million to
complete improVemCnts-on Route I,
mainly in Arlington County; and an
•
additional $2.5 million set aside to
draw up plans to overhaul the George
'
Washington Memorial Parkway between the Roosvelt Bridge and Spout
Run .
By T •rri Williams

According to Santina Merchant,
WHMM employee, the telephones at
the television station were flooded
with calls after The Washington Post
ran a story concerning the debate.
Merchant said that the callers were
not only inqt1iring about general information concerning the debate but
also about a comment .made by
Schwartz concerning Barry' s
readiness to debate dn WHMM .
According to a story in Wednes·
day's issue of The Washington Post,
Schwartz stated ''Barry had chosen
a station (WHfytM) with a relatively
low audience to limit the impact or
the debate. Now that he has agreed
to one, he has picked the smallest sta·
tion he could find .''
· ''It's obvious to me that Schwartz
is unfamilia'r with the station. I don't
know wh'a t she was implyiilg when
she said the mayor found the·smallest
station he could firid," said W·allace .
According to wa11ace, thCre are al
le'ast two or three stations in D..C.
that have smaller workforces .chan
WHMM and according to February
Neilson ratings, WHMM ranked 50th
in the U.S. in viewership amo ng 310
public television stations .

''We are ainong the.top stations on
the eastern seaboard. We have a
weekly cumulative of 350,000 "!ewers
or more," Wallace added.
J;he 90 minute debate will be divided into three segments, according to
WHMM officials. The first segment
will include an introduction of the
candidi~tes by host and moderator,
Kojo Nnamdi, and a t\vo-minutc
o pening statement from each candidate . The second segment will involve a que.s tion and answer period
\Vith· reporters from ·WHUR Radio,
1

The

WashingtO_n Po_sr. The
Washington Afro-American. and
The Washington Times.
Each

reporter \viii be able to address three
general,questions to aJI candidates. In
1he third segment, the reporters will
be. able to ask th~ candidates individual questions .
•

Residents or Fredericksburg, An napolis, Baltimore, Chesapeake Bay
and W.est Virgidia areas \viii be able
to vie\v the debate as \Veil as
.\ \' HMM' s 375,000 addtional cable
\'ie\\'erS.
•

l

D.C. tr·ansit. gets budget boost

I

''Top Line Designer's
Fashions
.
·at Bottom Line Savings''

..

•

The measure also provides $1 .5
million cci add the inbound lane on .
the Roosvelt Bridge: However, lhe
District go\•ernment, which owns the
bridge, is not required by the legislation to carry out the project.
The plan for the new lane, sponsored by Rep . Frank R. \Vo lf (RVa.), .has triggered some debates .
Wolf has 'contended that-I he added lane would. ease congestion for
Virginia commuters, bu1 District officials have warned tha1 it would only increase rcity traffic.

go,·ernment to a regional authority. ·
A Hol1se vote for the plan, already
endorsed by 1he Senate.
The conferees' decision marks a
defeat ror the Reagan administration' s attempt s to cut off spending
fo r Metro and ensured funds for
lo ngstanding road projects.
Effort s 10 hall spending for Metro
~,· ere launched b)' the administration
11early a year ago under the GrammRud1nan-Hollings budget reductions
measure . This proposal threatened to
.terminate Metro's plans to expand
the rail system to 89.5 miles by the
· The conferees appro ved the earl)·· J990's .
t,ra,nsportation · m~asures ·c o.nsideri.ng
The administration's proposal \vm
the · Transporta110n and Interior rerused by several key members qf
Department's' budget for1he current r1 CbngrelsS. U~ed by Reps . Wolf aritl
fiscal year . The i.llocations are ex...- Steny H . .Ho r (D-Md .), the HouR
pected to be included in a spending , recommended'. $217 :2 million for
measure of more than $500 billion Metro, the same level as last year.
that is scheduled for congressional The Senate advised $185 million, and
action this week .
'
the conferees compromised at $201.1
The conferees failed to reach an million .
,
agreement on another key transpqrRene\val erforts b)' che administratation issue, a disputed proposal to tion to cut off Metro spending for
transfer control of National and next year, according to officials, are
Dulles airports 'f rom the federal 001 evident .

H.u.·professor 'runs for board

.
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SALE
'USE'YOUR HOWARD
lD AND
SAVE 20°
.
NOW ·THROUGH
OCT. 12
•
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to supervise 'iii the structural process.
''It is not a job ·per se, it is a public
service,•• Hawksha"'. §,!lid. ·

By Alicia R. Taylor
Hilltop

~taff

Reporter

Dr. Dorothy Drinkard-Hawkshaw,
.a professor here in the Department of
History is a caildidate for a scat on
thC Board of Education in Howard
County, November 4.
. Hawkshaw is the only black vying
for the postition. Jn the pritnary elcc·
tion held September 9, six men and
six women ran for the position. Four
caJtdidates, all women, will appear
on the November ballot.
''There are two vacancies on the
Board which consist of a six year
1crm. At the prcS<nt there arc fwc
rriembers on the B'Oard, one of which
is black,'' Hawkshaw. said .
The three other candidates in the
election arc Karen Campbell, Ruth
Hutchinson and Nancy Oppenhein.
Of the three .candidates Hawkshaw
said, ''Karen <..:ampbcll will be my
biggesl competition, she has been the
chairman of the P .T.A for 12 years
and therefore, know the parents and
. a lot of the children.''
ThC duties of the Board 'memben
are to work in conjunction with and

-

'

Ha,vksha,,· is the onl)· candida[e
'vith a Ph.D. She attended Ho,,·ard
fdr undergraduate studies and
Catholic University t'or her graduate
studies .
, She hds studied the edui:atiorial
· system in other countries. she has
been a '''itness before the ~lar)· land
State Legislature and is the onl)· candidate \\'ho is a lifetime educator.
•• I have ,,·orked in the school S)'Sten1
on the stale, national and international le,'els and can .gi\·e a clear objective a11d comprehensi,·e pcccption, •• Ha,,·ksha,,· said.

Dortby Drinkard·Hawkshaw

Besides teaching at Ho\\·ard,
Ha,vs:ha''' ·has also taught at Bo,,·ii:
State College, Coppin State, and
Uni\'ersity of Mar)·land.

Redistricting in order to alleviate
over croweded sChools, is one of the
key issues in the election. When ask·
cd where she Slands oh. that issue,.
Hawkshaw said, ''I am opposed to
chan9ing [he 1 boundaries lines·.
Students should not have to be bused for more than 15 minutes, if buS:.
ing is necessary."'
·

Ha'''ksha,,· is no1 ,,·ithout support
from the • Ho\\'a rd Uni,·rrsit)· ~OR1·
muni1y. Donna Black, Lisa Dean.
Shale Thomas and Anita la,,·so11 a~
helping her out 3.s a proj1..'Ct for their
Sftninar in Marketiftl claJs. A hap-.
PY hour and car "·ash arc t\\·o of the
~undraisers.'tbl'y int~n. sponsor.
1ng on her bebtilf.
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~BECUE TIME

Back To School

IS ANYTIME

•

Hot Tips .For
Charcoal Barbecuing

r

FREE
.
DELIVERY

CALL ·

,

ll<l \ >l 1l:1r

,·r,v

234 -9430

f1·,1111

l tl(\;\,\ '

(limited area : starting .
at 1_2 noon)

$8 minimum af ter 5 ·pin
$2.0 min befor\O) 5 pm

pt~1 pl1· \\' 1t l1 :1 C' \l \ t' \1f.. ,.t.\·],•,.
j.\l r ()l t' <l lL!d t'lt> !' <' llt•f .l il t'!'t' 1,;

AUTUMN ·COAT. SALE

.

" l .t •\ ',; h . l \'t ' ; I l >; 1rll•'l'l lt;· l:<

;1

•

•

Herringbone , Tweed , Gqbardine , Camelhair,

111 1111 •; 1] 11 1 : 1111111\~

\"t• r ,;. t t1l 1t \

';111(t 11r,• 11.11·:1t 1t •11 \\1tl1 ,1 \ ·:1,;t

:1rr.1.v ,,f 1,1u<t:'-

,1\J\1r,1 p.r1 :1l t' 1;·'"
1111 • ,.:rill \\'l1.·t l1,•r 11 1,. .1 f; 1111

SAVE

,.ll\'l'•'r ,,r r1 . ·1p.: l1t,,1r.; "l1:1r·
, 111~ ,, r1•!:1 ' '"! 111.·.1l l >: 1r·l, , •,·11

Specials $5 .95
Cashmere , Wools , MORE . MORE, MORE ...
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PIZZA

1"'11\tr.' " ' ''1
I" 1 6

TOPPINGS

PERSONAL

2 25

~ · l 1.1r,·,1 .1l ,.111,1 k, · .111cl
\1g)1(\\
l•l'\L,llt'<j \\ Li il ltg ll\
\l I llt''. I, 'lllt >11 _11 l ,,., ' • t ll<\ l1t • rt1,.

' ' 1tl1

1 f o pp or.g

1; r1ll J.!.<r, t,•11 f rt •,.-!1 '•').:·

l't.1l 1lt•' ,11.·!1 ·'·' •\•1'11 · <•1l -tl 11•
,· ,1 l1 .111<! ~lt l (.11 .... ,

\\> \) \l lt l1
l11·r l1 \111lt 1·r .111« ! .~ 1,r111 k l,• ~' 1111

l '. 1r111 , ·,., 111

•

J Toppu1g~

111,•:11

l •tr a· I -'lll''"ll

1111•1"•'. " tl ,11

3 25

5 35

7.25

9 .95

3 75

<ls 10

8 25

11.30

•

• E1tra Cheese

7.25
8.60

6 85

9 25

12 65

75

1 00

1.35

50

• Pepperon i

ii

ANTI. u ES

• Sausage
•Mushr oom s
• On oon t (F ree f

• Black Olives

I

,

• Gr aen P11ppe1s
• Gyr o me at

Gy r"o (Beel

l '•11111,.,.l 11 l ',• 1111 l '\:11:1. ~11 1lt'

!lli}(ll

&

Lamb)

Meatba ll & Ch eese

2.50
2 50

Desserts
'

• Jalapen o (free )

Submarines

·· rhe Or1g1nal Sub "
2 50 ·
premium cold cuts. 5 mea1s,
lenuce. 1omato, mayonnaise. reli sh.
pickles. onions. hot peppe1s.
p• ovolone cheese

" 1 '1 1 1~ ·

~\'

3 85

5 25

•

TOPPINGS

LARGE

6.25

,.

ti1r
l ' l1.1rt·11.1l l l:1r l1t •l'lll llJ.: .. " ''n<l ·'
,. , · l t -; 1 , \ 1 \ !'t'~"' ''' st: 1ri11i.•,I 1·11
\ o•ltl!l< ' f111 .l lJT•ll' l lllft ' [1> '1'!1t•
l\ .1rJ1<•<'llt' 111(!11,.l t.\ :\ S>'ll<'l,L
!1t> t1. '"'' \1 vt• r s l '1• 11111 1l1111
]{l(l\ ). ); ,. \\. , .,,T k .

MEDIUM

12" I 16"

4 60

•

.-,1:11 .
~·,,r

SMA LL

DI A .

• A nc h o vy

1"1r1: il1• I<' .111
S1 111 11I\· !,.:,.,.[

11•·11\'l\•'-'· ,·111 111 11.tl'"" .1 r1cl
,.1•r111 k l1• '' 1! 11 \1ro1 \\ tl s1tf,'.: t r
i:r111 '''"r 11i,·,! 111111 - \1,11 .: ti.tr·

~2 "'

2 75

4 25

.11111 l"l't'. 1111 '' 111

r11.1 k 1· .1 ,[,·)1,·i.>11~

1111t1l<"lT

9· OJ A.

• G1our•d Bee t

.-1,,.,.,,.

1••.. •,·1,,,,.

,

---

\ ,l,1 t ' 1l1•l1•l'\,tl•l1• \\\It ' ll ,,t't~tll < "'

•

LOGA

•

This offer is good until October 31. 1986

,, ,.,1 111p.: ,·!1.1r,·,1,1l ti•T 11,, ,,,rf11l
.·11tr•···,.
:"\ .1t11r.1ll'
( t 'tl<!t·r
t'1 ,)1 . ~11,•ll1i,.t1 • .t l\<l lltl\Llti:.'

,

.

Choi ce o f 3 Toppi ngs • Free
_,

•

~.

13.95

6.95

"• lot..~ I

"

Student DOUBLE
2 Large Pizzas

Classmate
1 .Medium Pi zza

111p.: ,,. (\10· l'•·rf1>\'t 11.1,.111111' f,1r
l ' ,l"ll,tl 11, l!lf!

'

Cobbler fhom.:i made)

Tuna

1.95

Deluxe Burger

2.50

t6

oz meat)

,

.

Steak & Cheese (A1b Eye)
(Double Meal)

Collectable & Heirloom

•

2 50
3 50
•

Italian Sausage

2.50

with red s.auce. cheese ,'
peppers & on ions

Sales & Rental

1 25
Spaghetti
w / mea t ball s

To keep sponges and diJ>h .... ·
t o wels fresh ,.wash them in
the dishwasher along with
the load of dishes . Wrap
the towe l around a couple
of the wires on the
wa
. sh.er "!; t op s.helf .

.Large 32 oz Coke.or Sprite*
. Delivered IOI o r1ly 80¢

'

Delivery person
needed

•

*** $3.00 OFF***

Th is s ~ o p 1s load ed w it h all kind s of old goodies . dolls. t oys .c l11 r1a.brass.copper .trunks. bott les .fur .n1tur e.lea ded and s tai n ed glass . pho tos. rites. ILJ b S . doo rs. s111k s. h ardware. c eiling ligh.t s.
n1e morabitia. and !ad 1e ·s ·· v1r1 t age '· cloth1r1g

--( Guara_n.teerl d eli v e r y rn 30 minut es)
II +t 1.il<.cs l o11~ e r 111.i n JO rr11rll1 tes . p r eseRI 1111 s c o upon
to tt 10 dr1 vt:J 1 ~ri d t i t: ,.,. 111 ldf...e $3 00 ott your b ill

Pot ho lders will stay
-cleaner longer if given a
heavy treatment of spray
starch .

I

ANGELENA'S PIZZA

0
0

'
•

•

•

Oisc<1unt "ith H. U . l.D.

'
3 118 Mt Pleasant St . N VV W ash. D C Tele pho ne 483 -2428
Located be1wee11 JiOO t'ltock o•. 161n 8 17th Street NW Minutes from aov.•ntown

..

/

•
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY CHOIRS AND BANDS
•

AVAILABLE

NOW!
'

.,

'

The Howard University vocal and instrumental programs offer t<;:>
the music major and the non-music major a tremendous opportunity for continued musital growth. Those
students enrolled in the
,
university may elect from a full range of ensemble activities. Atten•
tion is given to exposing students to repertoire of challenge and
substance, with emphasis upori high performance standards.

•

Students majoring in, music, and those with an. amateur's interest in
the field, will find a challenging program of instruction in all areas of
performance as well as in composition, music education, music
theory and music history. Students are encouraged to elect.studies
that will advance their degree program and to explore other areas
of music and other arts while in residence at Howard.
·

.

· University Choir

Marching Band

Chapel Choir

,

Concert Band

University Collegium

Orchestra
•

,

.

. jazz Ensembles

University Chorale

Pep .Band
Chamber Ensembles
.
)__-:_Ii\ ---Private instruction is available for a// voices and instruments (including classical guitar) for one or ~o semester hours of credit. lnstruc- ·
tion is offered for levels of ability from beginning through advanced.
For more information contact the Department of Music.

•

''

Grant-In-Aid available for, selected student;; ( 12-trumpets, 4sou~aphones, 6-baritones, 6-trombones,, 2-percussions, 8mellophones, 2-oboes, 2-bassooris. 4-french horns).
For additional

'

info~m_ation

,'

please contact:
,

~,,, ,,,,,.,., /(,· ~., . TRAINING ACAOEM'(

:7·'~~~~ ·~-

_
·.:._OFFER :-::

o ffer s professional ha 1rbro1d 1ng .
ha 1rweov1ng classes a nd hairc are seminars' ·- · · :·:;':
Fo1 mo1e 1nforma 11on write
540 1 14th Stree t N\'V Wosh1ng1on DC 20011

or c a ll (202) 723- 1827 ar ( 202 ) 723-9382

I

James Weldon Norris, D. Mus
Director
Office of Choirs and Bands
College of Fine Arts ·
Howard University
Washington, DC 20059
(202) 636-7138

Relford Patte.rson, Ph.D.
Chairrrlfn
Depart~ent of Music
College of Fine Arts
Howard University
Washinton, DC 20059
(202) 636-7082 (83)
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Poge 5

'

nter_
n ationa
Angry black s. Africans
•
strike back In
white areas
II~ S111 :11111 l'

I \ ilit<' !' '- 1,l l f l{,·i''' l lc'I
•

\\ ' !1itl' l"l''il ll'!l \1.t\ ,\!"l':I' ;\ri,: llL'l'\ll ll 1[1•' !Ill' 1.1r\!L'I llt' .111i.:1' l1l~1,·~ s,1l11t1
"'"
.
\ lr1..:. 1 11~ '' 1111 .t!"l' ,tl·111,111,tr:1tit1,!! ;1
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Division on 'Star Wars'
still hamjJers relations
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r11,· l1..·:1tli11g J)Llli1i1..·•1l 11r111.: .. 1~ 0.: 1.'lll ri 11g i11 SoL1tl1 1\fr ii.:;1 1\ll\\ ;1rt· 1111..'
11r,11l·~1' ,111 1l1t· 1.· l1_ 111r11t111it~ lt:,cl •
I\ l1i1.· l1 (lllll' l'l"ll ]Lii_';\] i .,~llC., ~l ll'J\ ··~ I 111.•
'':1~ •1 -"llll"L' O\\' t11.•r is J1;111{lli11!! bla..:k
l'1111•ll1~· l~1.·-., E(lg;.1r .-.:1icl.
·· 11's f;1,1.·i11<11i11!! 1t1.: 1.'\t1.·r1t l(l
11 l1i.-t1 1111..·;11 l'Ollll\lllllili.:-. J1;11 C be1.'Tl
i11' ,1]11.·ll i11 ..:•111:-.t1111l·r t"l'l' \1lt~." Edg:1r
... :1i,J . ''l' l1i' ..:l1t111tr~· gL'IS ~() :1bso'rb l'll i111111.· l•il!
1.·iti1.'-" ll \Cr 1111.·rl·
•
• ~ 1\ t·111<1l I~· it'-. tl1L ,r11;1ll 1.·(Jt111111111it~ · 11r11t1.·~ 1-"
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1.·:i11~•'I.'1l1i: l'''l•1ri1:11i,•11,,f111,· l1l:1•k
l·1..1f11111l11111~
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(!i.:111 's ~ 11i.:ccl1 .
Tl1c So1•it'IS \\a111cd , according to
t l1 L i> t'c)!i dt:11t,",,·ordi 11g 1!1at in effect

. H ~· 1 Jl ;111 it• I II . S park'i
H illtll!' \l; \TI l{~J1tllll'I '

U.S. J->rc~illl•11t R 11 r1ald R1.'<tg: 1 1~ c11\1Jt1ld l1 <1~·c kept us !"rom dcve lopinhg
St11·il'I Gl't1Lri.1I Si.:1.·rt'l:i r~· i\ 1ik!iail tl1i.: S ~I. lor.1l1t: e1111rc 10 yea r s ... e
li<lrb:11.'.l11.'\1 l.'.tlt1i:lt1(ll'll !lll'ir fllilti- ''' l\S k1ll1r1 g SlJI a11d, linlcss_I ~gre~d,
~ 11 11111 1i1 i11R1.•,·\.,j;.11 1,· , ll'et~ 111 ct aiili-d ,1 ;11 1 1l1 <1l ,,·ork IO\\' ard el11111nat1ng
flt ir r}' lit" ;11.'1.."L1.~:1!.i<l11~ fro 111 t1(11 11 ~icli.:s r1t1..:.le:~ r \\1.•ap o 11s .'~·ou ld go do\v 11 the
0 11 \\' It~· 1l1c 1;111..., -"llCl <ll'Ttl~· 1.·oJ[; 111 ~t·ct llr:1111- -.:~~11..:ellcJ. .
.
• f0llo11 i11g, ar1 all 11igl11 l1arg:iitlitig , 0 .,_
So 11· !11[~· tl_1c So,·1l'I U_n10 ~1 propos,j,111, 1:1 st \\ '1.•i.:k1..'!ltl.
.
l'll Ill cl1111111:1ti.: flOTl lOll S· of 1hc
1· 111.: t<ilk'. ,,·l1l'(lt11l·d 1111 [,. ri.: 1 ~ tt ;1, , 11111..·!1.· :1r \\t::1por1s it~ r\ s ia. :11_1 d proposlicf<lrl' il1L~· ''ere Jii.:ltt. 1i1.'r1.•: \•it.'\ll'll ; 1 ~ l'li. 1l1c fl'!110 1·al "OI all 111cd1111~1-ra 11ge
;1 JJrc' il''' tl) tior1Jlll.'1 1i.: 1 ·~ 11 r 0111 i,Lt! 1111 ss il1.·s lrl1111 El1ropc. tl1c 11r11.'c ~l1ey
1i-.it 10 \\":1,l1i 11glll ll fl•r :i fi ill <lg.l'll- 1\:111tl·d 1.'1 c .\ trai:t l r<?111 R t·aga n "''~s
(\ ;1 , 11111111i!. ;1.-l·,irt ti 11 g 1, 1 J)Ltllli~ lic(t 1111:1l','''\)t;1bli.:. Jl't'llrd 111g to the P rcs1l ll'tlt s '\11,'•'1.."ll
.
lll'I\ ~ '(l\IT,l'' .
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fi ll' ri.:~·l·r1rl~ l·\ 111 ,·IJ>(il'li 1111111 _
Tl1c r> rcs.icl1..•11 1 prllpos cd.SO I to the
-.11111111i1 tl1..' :tl! ;1111111,1,_• ,,·lti~i'l'l\· \\i!!l 11:ttiu11 tl1rt·c \l'~1r s Ngo, a11d si n ce l1as
till' otlf:lli11g. tllll·!,·; 11 :trr 11 , r;ll'l'. ;1i,:,lir- l1l'Ct1,J,·tl.'r111il1Ld1101 to ri.:li11quisl11his
l l i11g !(1 p11t1li,ll1.'ll lit'''' 'll\IT1..'t'~. le;1cl i11ll't:l111olog~·1 ht• U.S. l1as O\•cr"
1
'\1i.:~·ifi1.· ;1ll~ K l'llf:: 111 ·, 19~ -' 11 rl111 , 1,:i1 tl1,• So1ii.:1 U 11io11.
f1.1r rl1L S1r;111.·~i.- l>l·fl·i i:--1.· lriit i;iti\t'.
:\ l'C()Tdi11g to 1)11bll s l1ed 11c11·. s
\1,·ttl'r \.,1 11111 11 , 1, ··'ii:t r \\":tr,··.
'''llr1.·i.:s. till' So\·it'l ft:ar of S D I is
It 11,1, R.1.<; 1 ~; 1 1 1 ·, r1.''i'i:iri1.·i.: (lf 11:1l11;1bli.:. C\'t'll 1l1011gl1 ~<1,ii.:1 sc ic11l1:1rgai11i11g ,, 1111 tli1..· SIJI i''llt' 111 ; 11 ti,ts ''Pil•·~1r .:011,i111.·cd cl1at tl11.· drl'a111
'll)lllll'll 1!11..· '''L'l' Jl!ll g ll'llt:lli\l' 1lf atl i111prLg11:1blc dcfe1lSl' \\"i\l 11e\·cr
:1l!rLt·1 11i.:i11 .... 11 1,11 [1 11111 tl1..'ll'!!:iti~ 111 ~ li;ici l1l' realii't'<l. Tl1i.: Cl1i1.•f of 1l1c So1•ict
:i~rt'l'( I , 111 .
~
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~ ·
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\I 1111 ..-;111'1 l1l' t1,111g.l11. I lit' 11r,1 1!1i11.'!
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(lll\ 1111•r1,l111 :111t! ,11ll ,t•l'lll' Ill bl' 1111..· ' . .
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Life on the HiJJ___,----- -

• •
•
There are many questions about Islam for as demanded by Elijah Muhammad. The ten
life is filled with irony. Too often,
, For 'along with the ri&ht1 of
, which students of higher education, bl11ck points of the program ·.cor;isti~ute the demands the results of circumstances unfold
·maturity comes consequences and
'<' -. students in particular, are seeking answers. of social and economic iust1ce for all black that are '\he complete opposite of
responsibility. As gradua\ion nears,
the rC.a lity gains 'clarity and
'\ ,, These questions range form issues about its people- equality of employment and education, what I could have imagined or at the
proximity.
, l origin, its impact on Africa, and its doctr.ine, freedom of black prisoners, who comprise 1S very least expected.
As a kid, I can remember my
As with other functional process s,
to that of possible political motivations to percent of the national prison .population,. a parents'
instinctive disdain whenever
one gets 'better with practice. Makins
· degrade Islam as a respectable religion within denigration of all attempts to integrate with me or my sister$ had to be someplace.
a decision with which I must live, in "
the world society.
whites, and black control of black inst!tutions. It s_ttmed 'that they mustered just
which l must believe, and that I must
defend forces me to develop sound ·
These.concerns are all quite broad and would ---~-_:_------~--='-~~ enough stamina to complete the.
~ rigors of a routine day. I could never
,
decision-making skills and fast. They
require more than a few· paragraphs to be sufunderstand their reluctance. To me,
_can be life-long commitments at most
ficiently addressed. In an attempt to provide a
driving wasn't a chore, but a thrill• • .
.
.
and life-~fecting at the very least.
fundamental Overview, this ananlysis, therefore,
ing experi~nce.
,
summer, I'm !Cady .ta: .rethink this
As:I,Continue my stroll through the
• ., focuses on the ideology of Louis Farrakhan and
'At 21, I vc adopted my parents at- area of adult r~sp~ns1b1l1ty too. I us- . .annals of time, more and more of
titude. Cruising in a red-hot sportscar....., ed to work only for me, but now, 1. life's ironic complexities will surely
'"'1Yari.t!J:,b1uhammad, two major figures in the
•
on
the
open.road
still
c;xcites
me,
bUt
have
to
think
about
tires
and
shocks,
""'
con.front
me
.
'
B
ut
J
stand
fut,
and
I
•
'liiack
Muslim
community
in
th'
e
U.S.
today.
.
.the daily grind of driving for necessity ,t he Bloomy's account, .and likeable hold tight knowing that the calming
Professor. Tal£OIL Parson's conception of
nearly pushes rile ovCr the edge.
little teddy bears that talk. ~ I just . security and proud endurance of my
"panern variables'"\,i_s helpful in des~ribing the
Then _there was th~ moment. of neve~ knew _it would come to this, :::_ parents is never far. I call upon ~·s
basic differences between the two leaders. Actruth, m'On~ of course. Having certainly not so soon .
grace.-witli confidence fully expecting
grown up" around our family
The illusionary advantage Of a miracle.
cording to Parson, ''paitern variables'' are a
business, the Work ethic didn't scare youth, I guess, leaves me a vulnerable
WberftHe presidia& judge of peace 1
series of polar opposites held in dialectical tenme. My fathCr ~~sisted we do target, still naive to ~any of life~s finally a)Jatcs the storm •. and . the
sion in any social ,situation. They are descripwhatever our capac1t1es would aJlow. cold and calculated pitfalls, albeit waves si.tfil}ler and recede 6ack into
ti ve of the general directions available to any
and I did- ever since I could walk. realitie.s. The peculiarities of life still the sea J ~stand intact. Perhaps a
social group. The pattern variables are "univerBut I wanted more cash. By this prey upon me with no signs of slack. hinge is' knocked loose or a sh'u tter
time, .there were clothes to be bought,
But the supreme irony, and one o.f flutters but the hull is preserved. All · salism vs. partiCularism . "
Burger King to be eaten, and movies the final initiatdrs into the paradox is ind~ well and that is no irony.
Universalism tends ·10 move in the direction
•
'
to be seen. I simply couldn't 8fford of adulthood, is decision·making .
'
of a larger, more inclusive sense of human life
that li.festyle on the present salary. I How I ·yearned for the freedom of
and society, towards openendedness, a constant
. '-<-;
got the raise, and the ensuing work- : choice, for the opponunity to master
breaking of barriers and boundaries. · Par·load to boot.
r
my destiny. In rCtrospect, what was
James S. Mullins
Since
my
last
Job
in
New
York
this
::..the
hurry?
I
wish
it
Were
that
simple.
ticularism moves in the opposite direction,
•
Editorial Edito< towards exclusion, rigidly holding _to boun'
daries, and a particular sens• of peoplehood .
Imam Warith Muhammad can be characteriz,
ed as one who seeks to move the American
, ,
· Muslim Mission towards universalism. Minister
.'
,
_ Louis Farrakhan, on the other hand, seeks to
-'
•
r•.,;:
•
move •the ·,Nation of Islam towards parPerhaps the greatest challepge facA vote for Lyndorf JQhnson in very con'tt"pt of black solidarity
ticularism. It must be stated at the outset that
ing the black community today is the. · 1964. from a black perspective, was around progressive cconomi~ and
black particularism or black nationalism is a /
''paradox of desegregation.'' Neither to endorse voting rights legislation, social JlOljcieS. In this sense. bl_ack
Mariin Lµther King, Jr., nor his con- expanded welfare programs;increas- cofiservarives .lik~Glen Loury and
reaction to centuries of racial opj)fes·sion in t·he
temporaries inside the civil rights ed educational opportunities.• and Walter~ -· witl_9tms are'. ''buppy
United States. The defenders of black naleadership a generation ago an- other liberal reforms which were of theO'nsts"":-uncritiCat apdlogists .f or
tionalism state that it is a reaction to white
ticipated the political and.social p'ro- immediate and direct benefit . But as the~big corpOrations. Reaganism and
supremacy by the victims of oppression. Black
blems which would be generated by the Great Society coalition fell aprt, 'political reactio~ against .blacks. .
nationa)ism, solidarity, they assert, is a step
the very successes of their social the question of group interests
The crisis of blac_!c politics can ' be
towards liberation .
_,,_'-"'-LL-· · movement fot equality. During the · became more complex. Affirmative resolved through the developmen~ of
.
.
Crow era, the black middle class action pitted traditional liberal allies mu·Jticlass and multiracial, pro.Whai has developed among the Muslim sect
The most ,distinctive point of the program is Jiin
was small, yet highly organized and agai~st each other, as the conser- · gressive political structures, agencies
is a difference in theological interpretation about the demand for a separate land or territory., fer- organically
conn~ted with every ele- · vativc Republicans beg~n to mak,e a of social clrange which bring together
human existence and the universality of'God . tile and rich in ininerals. Farrakhan's attitude ment of black
working class life . • successful bid for disenchanted white all elements of the black community.
Warith Muhammad, immediately follow~ his is that blacks are owed this land as reparation .Black doctors or dentists had no workers and Dixiecrats. The white
The Rainbow Coalition has 'the
election as Chief Minister of the Nation of for centuries of slave labor.
choice except to open their offices in left-liberal allies who campaigned for. potential for creating a Vchicl~ which
neighborhoods, because few McCarthy and McGovern had unite the educated and relatively afIslam, began a decultification of the following
What does the future hold for these divergent all-black
or no whites would become their pa- gravitated behind Gary Hart and his fluent black. middle strata with the
he had inherited from Elija,h, his,. father.
ls)amiG sects. Warith's adoption of Islamic tients . Black teachers usually were not-so-new ideas. Each segment of vast majority of blacks Who remain
·warith has made it a priority to eradicate universalism and his inheritance of the resources . employed in all-black ·school systems; the liberal alliance.went it$ own Way, unetnployed, impoverished and/or
completely the black nation'alist ima~e by a of his father's empire provides him a sound black attorneys norffiaJly had black leaving blacks politic~isolated _ - within the working class. lt also may
dramatic reconstruction of its · social and foundation . His leadership also coincides with clients; black entrepreneurs had to
Class strat.ificaion dra}:.l:l~tically ~n- ~uild . links with segments of the ~~i
political_understandi{lg . ~~ !Jas 't'it~i.n the la~t an ·li;Jamic fermeu.t_and renaissance tflat the look for the black consumer market creased w1th1n the black: community t1onal labor movement, feminist,
. eight years
successfuf 1n making s1gn1ficant world has been witnessing for several decades. for their sales. Racial segregation between 1970 and 1985. As .the peace, and other liberal constituencreated a barrier which was both number of college-educated blacks cies, ·which holQ the greatest promise
.changes.
World Muslim leaders have always been in- rc:pressive and an asset to black group soared, a new social stratum began to for participation in a new progr~ivc
Under Muhammad's administration there terested in establishing an indigenous Muslim solidarity.
break away from ~he bulk of the coalition in the i 990's.
have been attitudinal changes about race, outpos~ in America. Warith's accession to
This is not to be nostaligic for '.Jim black working class ~nd the poor.
Yet in the long r:un, the success for
political involvement, and military · service. leadership of the Nation of Islam gave them an Crow, in the least. The One could term this new group the such a coalition which , could
totalitaf-ianiSm of rigid racial ''buppies'': blacl( urban . profes.. challenge the new conservative
High-ranking members of the ruling hierarchy unprecedented opportunity for . establishing_a stratification
of the labor. force, and sionals. By the t.r adition· of their hegemony depends upon a radical
were demoted or reassigned; financing of the permanent American Muslim movement.
the denial of democratic rights and racial group's political culture, they . realignment of the Democrati'c parmovement's superstructure was redesigned and
civil liberties, waS odious to every were Democrats. But in terms of their • · ly, and probably a decisive split beta strict accounting sytem intr9duc.e d . .
The most disiinctive point of the program is black American. The dcsegregatic,>n own historical experiences .and ~I.ass , ween the pany's liberal and conserThe Fruit of Islam was disban_!led. Key . the demand for a separate land or territory, fer- struggle was a populist movement, in expectations, they shared a firm ·kin-( vative factions. Until this occurs. we
sense that it galvinized the near- ship with the new white upper mid- can expect the continued defection of
elements underpinning Elijah Muhammad's tile and rich in minerals. Farrakhan's· attitude the
unanimous energits and. support of ·:die class, the ''yuppies." They had some black politicians.and intellec-·
mythological doctrines were eitherrallegorized, is that blacks are owed this land as"reparation every segment of the riational black faint memor'ies of Martin LuJher tuals to the right, as well as deepenreinterpreted, or quietly abandoneCI altogether, for centuries of slave labor.
community. The popularity of the King, Jr., and tt)e civil rights move- ing of ~he crisis inside the black elecand the "blue-eyed1arch-enemy," that is, the
What does the future hold for these divergent mass movement was partially a func- ment. They were generally too young torate as a whole.
Unless the black freedom move"white devils," were rehabilitated and welcom- Islamic sects. Warith's adoption of lsdrunic tion of the clarity of the issues at to take pan in the sit-ins and massive
stake. To oppose Jim Crow meant to desegregation campaigns, and had no ment quickly regains its capacity to
ed i~to the ~ov~ment as. brothers. T.he - universalism and his inheritan.ce of t~e resources. strike a blow against second · class direct personal experiences in civil take the offensive against the right.
American flag 1s di.splayed tn every Musltm of his father's empire provides him a sound schools, segregated residential disobedience.
the entire American liberal-left may
school, and the Pledge of Allegiance is made fotindaiion. His leadership also coincides with districts •. and inferior social services.
The ''bl!.Ppies, '' unlike the _older be isolated in the political wilderness. ~
black. inid.dle class, generally do not for anqther generation.
before morning_ prayers are offered.
. . an Islamic ferment and renaissance that the .
live or work in all 61ack enThe leadership of Warith Muhammad has world has been witnessing for several decades.
vironments, ·and ma.intaiq
fewer ties
'. '
,
. ·
been aggre.ssive and far-reaching, indicative by
World. Muslim . le~ders have .al)"ays been ~n
••
•
to the traditional political and social Dr .\ Mannin'S. Marable's column apthe $22 mtllton contract between the Depart-· terested •n establtshtng an 1nd1gepous Musltm
institutions of the blac( community. pears'· in over 140 newspapers .
ment of Defense and the World Community of outpost .in America.
arith's ·accession to
' lih"' pfr'adox of .desegregation, i11
shbrt. created a parvenu black elite
·~Islam signed in 1979, but low-key as well. He leadership of the Nation
Islam gave them an
Howard University Ptesiden~ which was in effect at odds with the
has been diligent in .showing himself and his unprecedented opportu · y for esiablishing a James E. Cheek officially proclaimmovement to consist of reliable and responsi- permanent American uslim movement.
ed October 20-26 as Alcohol
•
ble Americans, open and receptive to dialogue.
In contrast, Farrakhan's Nation of ·Islrun is Awareness Week here.
The declaration coincides with Na. Louis Farrakhan, on the other hand, has heavily dependent upon his own charismatic
tional Collegiate Alcohol Awareness ··
' begun to publicly challenge Warith Muham- energy and upon the vicissitudes of a par- Weck
(NCAWW), a nationwide efEditor-in-Chief
mad's group, the American Muslim Mission, ticularistic position, namely the ebb and flow fort sponsored · by ·1he Inter·
and to rebuild the Nation of Islam by return- of black nationalism. For example, the rise of Association Task Force. which
Purvette A. Bryant
•
ing to Elijah Muhammad's message and pro- black nationalism crune in the 1960's and then represents all college personnel staffs
across the country.
gram. Where Warith Muhammad has attemp- declined in popularity a decade later.
Managing Editor
Alcohol
Awareness
Week
is
in·
·
ted to assimilate into the traditional orthodox
However, the 1980's indic11te good prospects . tended to make alcohol education
Barry B. Watkins Jr.
Islam movement, Louis Farrakhan has con· for continued growth. of Farrakhan's Black and information . avaiiable for
demoed it as 'being racist as well.
Muslim movement, moreso because the students, to emphasize preventioO
•
He once stated in a Harlem speech that he was economic and racial conditions in America are through education as a viable means
Advertisina Manager
Grsphi<s Artist
Donna Jasper
sent ''as a servant of Allah and black peeple not very bad. Deep racial hostility and economic in- of helping to solve p_roblems
Paul Davies
''
associated
with
aJcohol
misuse
and
•
Mecca." He said, ".I see Muslims taking advan- security are heightened among the members of abuse, and 'to increase awareness of
Business M•••aer
Hnltb Editor
tage of blacks in Arabia and Africa. I will !lot the black undj:rclass that has been the major car- the individual as the one ultimately
Stacy K. Richardson
J unc McKinney
jump over one black Christian to find rier of black nationalisi ideology.
responsible for decisions regarding
Campas Editor
l•te& aado•al Edilor
brotherhOQd with a Muslim.;.Uyou (orthodox
Predictions of a recession in the American alcohol.
Kuae N. Kelch
Suzanne C. Alexander
••Alcohol .Awareness Week at
Muslims) are so interested in the. black man in economy in the 1980's will take the form of a
Howard University is intended to not.
Assbtant Compus Editor
Local/N1tlooal Editor
America, why don't :you clean _u p the ghettoes major depression in the black community. With only
Rachel L. Swams
promote responsible decisiOnNaomi S. Travers
in Me~ ... ! see racism in the Muslini ··'1rld; the unemployment. rate of blacks at more than makin& rcaardina alcohol, but to emCareen Edit.o r
P~ot~y FAlllor
clean 11 up.''
·
double that of whites, and the unemployment phasize that ·it is ultimately an inJ.
Lloyd
Jackson
Frahsclno Crowellc Jr.
_ His !Dessage has been consistently one of__ rate for black teenagers at more than 40 per- dividual's responsibility to make
Copy Editor
.black nationalism because he has noticed while cent nationwide, Farrakhan is findlng large and those decisions,•• ' said Cheek. ••we
Plibt &4 Co wllo•
must
begin
to
realize
that
only
a
perJ.
Duran
Duncan
Wayne E. Jackson
traveling in Christian, Muslim, Socialist, responsive audiences.
sonal commitment to makina responCapitalist, and Communist countries that where
Malcolm X's words in the early 1960's are still sible decisions reprdina alcohol will
eopy Editor
PrOll-A I fee!
Dawn N. Goodman
blacks were the minority, they were also on the applicable today only because America has not make an impa¢t on the problems
•
Herbert Eaton
bottom.
yet learned from the past: ''Black social associated with its misuse and
Sp1r11 E ..11r
Farrakhan's position is that Elijah Muh8!1j.- dynamite is in Cleveland, Philadelphia, San abuse.••
~=:o.:::s'
Stanley Verrell
Alcohol Awareness Week will inmad has unlocked both the Bible and Quran for Francisco, Los Angeles ... the black man's anger clude a major worbhop, displays
F.dllOII ' E•t•r
Tssr1 1a11r
black people ·with a mess•ge of liberation. Ac- is there fermenting.''
.
.and a campus·wide acti~ty. all ain,tJames S. Mullins
_Sonya Y. llamoey
cording to Farrakhan, the message of the ·NaIt is this anger and resentment that will give ed at promotina prevention throuah
All letters-to-the-editor should be typed and double-apaccd, and no ,
ticin of Islam is intended to unlock the self- birth to a new· generation of black muslims in education and individual responsibililonger than 400. Wf>!"ds. The de~linc. for lecten is Monday ac S.Jt·•···
knowledge of the black roasscs, Its principle is America that are of the persuasion !Jf Louis ' ty in connection with the use of
Leners for pubbca11on should'bc. ad4ressed: The Hilltop. 2217 Fourth
alcohol.
'
found in all liberation movements, namely, an Farrakhan.
S1ree1 N. W., Washinll'o'lt'°.Q. ll!Os9. .
.
__
for more information, contact
oppressed people can only be freed by .-,--_,...----:.-,
_ - - - - , - - - - - - - - Howard University Counselina Serthemselves. .
Thaddeus Steele
'1'~ ~.inK>ns cxpttlted on tht:~itorial paip of Tltf.."rt ... clo not 1c I ril) ; Ct 1
vice, 636-6870.
t~c op1n1on1
of Howard Univenity. i11 admlniltratioa, lhi: Hilltop Bo.rd or tt. .u•1M
••
Therefore die prasram of the black muslims
body.
.
11w11 L 01 I,
under FarrakhM's lenrship reu1ain1 the same · How iNI DhlllllJ ~ ·
r11 'f rt
/
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11ita a er captivates so out ·dnstitution a I
with combined styles of· hot pop ·and cool Jazz
•

Daniel 8. Sparks

mo re exciled by the filming of this

Hilltop Staff Reporter ·

particular show for Baker's•concert
video.
FolloWing with several selections

Anita Baker, a 26-year-old R&B
phenomena, played her sixth consecutive Constitution Hall sell out
crowd, according to· Melvin Lindsey
·o r WKYS and the mas ter of
ceremonies at the concert . Baker's current release ' ' Rapture'',
on the Electra label, is attributed with
solidifying this success in- ihat her
previous album, ' ' The Songstress ' '.
received only mediocre sales. Out of
the 11 songs sung at the show o nl y
two were from that album .
Baker opened her repert.oire wit h
·· c aught Up In The Rapture' ' wh ich
was all that was riecessary. beyond
the actual sight of Bak~r o n 1he s1age.
tg ~aptivate the audience ~hi c h was

.:..i: . .. l .....

.'

•

..

·' ·'''

from ' ' Songstre ss' ' , includin g
_·• Angel ,'' Baker filled the dura:ion of
the show after she performed the
·songs that have made her a requir-ement in Howard' s dormitories.
She sang '' Yo u Bring Me Joy '' and
she suddenly had 4,000 background
singers . . . e veryone in attendance
that. night, and they all knew the
lyrics. The crowd steadily grew.more
incensed as Bake r fired away such

hits as ' 'Sweet· LoVe ' '' ' 'Been . So
Lo ng, '' ' 'Mystery,'', ' ' No One In

The \\t"orld ," ''Watch Yo11 Step,"
and ' ' Same Ole Lo-ve . ''
Despite the distraction of the
cameras on slage, Anita was 'charmin~ ip her perfo~mance before: fans.·

.......

Baker appears to be no taller than S
foot 3. However, despite her apparCnt petite stature, she performed
in a dynamic fashion on stage. It
seemed that the longer and louder she
performs the crowd ' s participation
rose also. $he displayed phenomenal
vo ice control .
From Baker's performance one
could see the similarity in voice and
style between her and the legendary
jazz vocalist Sara.h Vaughn who
would be the perfect description for
someone unfamiliar with Baker. Like
Vaughn, Baker passesses a rare nasal
- and deep resonant ·voice that this
generation is unaccustomed ·to.
Patti LaBelle overwhelmed
everyone with the sheer power and
bla s t of her voice . Whitney
Hou ston's voice sounds like organ
pipes in her throat but has yet to set,
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One of the year's best fllm5.
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''William Burt's sexual cbemistry
Jiroduces the be ... Marlee ·Matlin's debut
is a viccory.''

- Brui.'" vi;·i111:arr&Xl.

:•1mn· ~\At;A.z1 Nt:

''One of the Best Films of 1986.. .
The most extrao<dinary love story in many years .. .
=-- ~tK'.h :K.·I .\ll."ll \·c:d . SNt.AK PRE\' l~"\l·s

ril·h and protOuodl}' moving.''

''Marlee Matlin in.a knock-out

screen dJ!bu/.
and 5eX}' love

romantic ...

A deeply
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eluded various affluent jazz and local
television personalities.
Hillto p Staff Reporter
·-Seven of the 10 music .ind dance
a ·ringing two countries culturally performers won trips io the Far East,
and musically together is the objec- and four were chosen 10 travel to
tive of the exchange program between Bangkok. The Bangkok Cultural
the Ho ward University Jazz Ensem- Troupe recently completed its visit to ·
ble and the city of Beijing, China, ac- the U.S. by performing at the Old
Po st Offi ce Pavillion, George
cording to Ensemble officials.
The Howard University Jazz Washin_gton University and the Ken •
Ensemble competed with some 100 nedy Center.
Formed in 1975, the Jazz E·nsemlocal dance and music groups in conjunction with the Royal Pacific ble, is headed by director, Fred Irby
C ultural Exchange contest for an op- 111 ; a trumpet player with the Kenportunity to perform in Beijing, ne<ly Center Orchestra.
' ' The Band has improved over the
China October 21-30.
Sister Cities International 3nd the year because the players are more
Royal Pacific Cul.t ural Exchange pro- mature," said . Irby. ''After the
gram ''is a cooperative effort with Thelonius Monk Tribute perforUnited Airlines to bring capitol cities mance at Consti~ution Hall, the
studetns gained experience in perfors ue~ as Washington, D.C. and Beijming in front of a large audience. "
ing, China closer together through
''The Chinese audience will be
cultural exchange,'' said Michann
Boston, assistant director at Hill and looking forward to something new
and American." said Boston, the
Knolton Public Relations Firtn which
students will be jau educators, oPenis working with the jazz band.
irig the door to American culture in
·••Jazz is not a traditional art form
·
in China,'' stressed Margaret Pear- China.''
The trip is also significant in that
son, foreign service officer with the
Chinese Embassy, ''The Chinese are the 'ensemble will be the first group
very reserved about accepting new to travel to the Far East from a
predominately black university, acc ultures, but this trip is a sign that
they arc making: a move to open:ng cording to Irby.
· Jazz students are very excited
their doors to the West,'' she said .
On June IS , the .jazz ensemble . about traveling to another country
along witb the nine other finalist's. and representing the United States as
. performed at the Duke Ellington cultural ambassadors .
Bilal· Freeman, a third year
High School for the Performing Arts
before a pag.elists of judges which in- trumpet player and vice president of
By Ter.ri Williams

•

•

* *

*

Jazz 'E;nsetnble · takes ·act to ·China

"

"
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tie into her own style away from tl)e
mass produce"d canQy pop music of
her first album .
Baker is also an accomplished
keyboardist , performer, producer
and writer . She either wrote or co- ·
wrole all but two of the songs on her
album . Her style and voice are
automatically recognizable. As ttie
crowd exited Constitution Hall Saturday night , more than a few people
could be heard singing, '.'I won't be
neglec1ed, I won't be d'eil.ied, the
plea ~ ure o f your kisses, the pleasure
of your smile ... '' into the chill night
air .
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ed Queenie Pie of Har1em in a color- the absolutely jnspirina score writte
By Naomi Trav,n
fut pageant.for 12 years in a rOw~ No by jazz great and Wuhington. o~c ·
Hilltop Staff Reporter
one has ever come close to defeating . native, Duke Ellinaton. Sonp sue
Queenie Pie in the competition, but as '.'My Father's Island'' an
Queenie Pie, a jazz opera written this year, she finds herself challeng- ''Wom·a n'' are captivating and cal
by Duke Ellington and now playing ed by a younger, more shapely and
oUt Ellington's special sound in ev
at the Kennedy Center's Eisenhower more viva·c ious,·woman from New
note. ''Style'' and ''Harlem Scat'
Theater until Nov . 8, is everything Orleans.
bring back the upbeat and gust
.you would expect a stage production
In despair, Queenie Pie sets out for
sound of old Ellington tunes lik
written by Ellington to be: exuberant, a tropical island in search of the
''Cottontail'' and ''So Dance a Sam
classy anctfilled with great jaz.Z tunes. secret of eternal youth and beauty but· ba. ''
Ellii1gton, who worked on the pro- inste.td encounters spiritual truths
· According to Derck Jewell, aulho
duction untit his death, called the and newfound wisdom. ·
of A Portrait of Duke Ellington, Ell
musical a ''street opera'' and conThe plot, although well thought
ington first sketched the plot an
sidered it tO be his most important out and fun, is too imaginary and
score for Qullnie Pie with hi
and innovati_ve theater piece, acca:r- mystical · to support !he serious
favorite songstress, Ellla Fitzgerald
ding to Gary Giddins, ja·zz critici for scenes. Another lacking part of the
in mihd. That w.ould have been a
the Village Voice .
plot is the denouncmcnt which is parundoubtedly outstanding per for
· Although Ellington died before tially ruined because of its inmance, but Teresa Burrell, ~ho por
completing the score or the story, conceivability. The audience is not
trays Queenie Pie, does the pa
dedicated collaborators, including his given any inkling or foreshadowing
ultimate justice. Her range. wa
son Mercer and various theater of how the story ends which takes
breathtaking and, altbough she 1s no
organizations such as the American away from its effectiveness.
that communicative with the au
Music Th~ater brought Queenie Pie
The play has tremendous potential,
dience, her acting ability was superb
to the st~ge by _hiring a lyricist and but it is still suffering from the kinks
· Other outstanding cast me'inbers
a few members of the Duke Ellington of ' a first run show .
include, :rony AJ!'ard winning La.ri-y
Band to put the finishing touches on
Marshall as Lil Daddy, Queenie's
the production.
The cast members are still feeling
confidant and companion; Patty
The ploc of ,Queenie Pie is filled each other out and the talent has yet
Holley as Cafe Olay, Queenie's fierce
with myth and fantasy. It deals wit.h to blend to absolute perfection.
pageant competitor; and Broadway
a
Harlem
hairdre s ser. and
ve-teran, Ken Prymus as the mayor o
.----'''----,..,..·-----,,...;.....;c;;;o;;;s;;m;,;a;;t;;o;;lo:.g~is~t-w;;.:,ho has bee:;n,;c;:r;::Oc;Wc:Q"'--'T"h'-e""be,;,_s_t..:po....,r_~i-o_n_o_f...;:Qc..u_ee,;.1_11.;.'e_Pi_.,;.e_i_s_.t
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Ken Prymu1, Potty Holly and Teresa Burrell

.

the School of Fine Ans Student
Council, plans to make great use of
the trip by exploring·different music
therapy techniques at - Chinese
hospitals as an educational supplement . to his music therap:Y major .
''Being that jazz is indeed a true
AmeriCan art form, our (HUJE.)
rightful place is to be cultural ambassadors for the United ·states in
China,'' stated . Jeffrie Hargrove, a
senior saxophonist and music educa- tion major .
Graham Harwell, a junior jazz ·
studies major and trumpeter said,
''jazz is the dominant music of the
future'' and he is excit'Cd about performing before a Chinese audience .
The jau band will ~ r form various
music from the swing and big band
era at the Capital Theatre, one of the
largest theatres in China. Their finale
will be a Duke Ellin'gton tribute . Lisa
Rich and the .D.C. Dance Union will
join the band µn some performances. ,
In addition- to performing, the
ensemble will visit various Chinese
cultural sites such as the
Great Wall '
.
etc .
Accqrding to a Ho"·ard Feature
Service press release, HUJE has
traveled extensively in past years to
Trinidad, Tobago, Haiti, Jamaica
Columbia, Guatemala, Romania'
and the Virgin Islands .
'
· The ensemble has released an
album of sludent compositions 1·or
the past' 10 years and the I Ith album
is .., due for January 1987.
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(pve"s 'Soundings: exhibits strength
By Juma Simb1
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''Soundings'', an exhibition of
sculpture by Ed Love, is presently on
display through November 26 at the
Howard University Gallery of Art,
, 2400 6th Street, N.W.
·This is the first time Love's work.
has · been exhibited 3.t Howard
University and .his first major one. man exhibit in three years. Love, SO,•
has been a member of the faculty of
the College of Fine Ans at Howard
since 1968 and is considered to be one
of the foremost Afro-American :
sculptors In the country.
''The work of Ed Love is
documentation which demonstrates
his hands response, strenath,
courage, energy and emotion and
• provides a cl~ar imqc of himself.''
said Dr. Vada Butcher, the Dean of
the College of Fine Ans at a iecep-tion held in the Colleae of Fine Ans,

Sept. 14.

The ''Soundinas'' exhil>ition con· ·
sists of 72 pieces of metal IClllpcure
made from such unusual materia!s IS

chromed Pinto bumpers. saw blades,
rake teeth, chains, and pipes. The
sculpture resembles Cold metal imperial beings .
''My work is a reflection of sounds
around us in our daily enviromcnts, ''
said Love .
The exhibition was curated by Dr.

Robert Farris Thompson of Y~
University. Thom~ will kctureon •
the exhibit Oct. 12 from 3 p.m. to S
p .m. in lhe auditorium of the Colleae
of Fine Arts.
''This exhibition •• said Winston
Kennedy, director
1he 11ery of
An, ''ae.onstma his strt wh

of

tenacity

•

c..

a

as an anilt IDcl prov'.de1

clear evidence tlull be ii a oi8mllllcam
force in the an of Ille l'Clion ud DI·
tion;''
Kennedy

addl !Ml tbe alll,ilian
....11 ace111flrm•iaaof lliacvaMM a
a sculplor llld a coalla ·:loll of bis
sculpcure works u llC!lve 111111 In
the arena of /tqa ir1 an..••
.
TbcubatNlllabeolGI I ....
Olllll 18 ... Tbe Coll I ~I
I
C-o' 7ilqpeatt1A/Q
dayf-91.•• 111~ ...
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Healthy Living slows agi~g process
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The killers among us
..

•

- --- .
.
sweet. potatoes, and green

.,.--

8)· Candace Campbell
• Hillto p Staff "Reporter

· \Vhile Ponce De Leon may have .·
searched for the fountain of youth in
\'ain, there existed in the siXteenth
century genuine strategies to delay the
effects of a·ging . To allow these

strategies the chance ~o work in the
life of the average college student,
several life-style changes need: to be

made.

~

According

to

Dr .

$heldon

Hendler, the aµthor of The Comp/ere

GUide to Anti·Aging Nutrients, most
of us need to make two basic changes
in our eating patterns if we want to
live longer l1ealthier lives .

Lowering the intake of fat by cutting down on certain foods is one

eating habit that needs :to be

,

eStablished . Foods high in fat include
red meat, bu11er and eggs.
The ave·r age American's diet is
composed of 43 percent fat. By ·c ut1ing t:le fa1 intake down 20 to 30 percen1, you can protect your body from
· heart disease and cancer, HendJer
-nid Rr · r ,1t·' rU'\ . prostale, and
sa~L 11J11 11~ ;): ·1,.1 1 t1 ..1...:1 ..:<1 11.....: r llas b i:t'11
linked 10 high-fat diets ..
Eating more . comd'le~ carbohydrates like whole ,/3ins, .brown
r_ice, cereals, vegetables, fruit, and

leafy
pasta, will supplement the new diet
once fatty foods have been vegetableS, are ·foods· with h~gh
vitamin A content . Vegetable oils,
eliminated.
margarine, and whole grai~ products .
·~ The fighting or rree radicals, toxic
particles which ·some experts believe are sources of vitamin E, Two servings -of the · foods high in ~hese
to be one of the primary contributors
nutrie1lts are recommended daily.
to the aging process, is another way
to turn back the clock for a longer ·. On most college carilpuses students
life. These toxic particles are results tend to either over indufge in junl:
Or the body's breakdown of oxygen, rood or neglect meals altogether .
Stud~nts should be conscious of a
and damaged DNA and body tissue.
· ~ Damage to ONA and body tissue · moderate weight for themselves, and
t.rY to maintain ic_., P~mela Jo":es, an
may be the culprits responsible for
information spec1al1st on aging at
not only the agi"ng process, but age.NIA, recommends the physician's
related diseases as well. By lowering
assistance in determining optimum
the amountS of free radicals in the
body weigh.t .
body, research has suggested it may
IOwer the risk of cancer, diabetes,
For younger lookin8 skin as YC!u
and possibly Alzheinter's disease:
·Or . ·Richard Culvert· of the Na- grow older, experts urge you to avoid
tional Institute ' of Aging's Geron- tobacco smoke and too much sun.
tology Center, said there are vitamins Jones said that studies have linked
that act as antioxidants upon enter- nicotine to blocking the blood ·cells
ing the body's-system, a11d fight free skin needs for nourishment .
''Nicotine seems to constrict blood
radicals.
''Vitamin E and the form of vessels which are needed for nourish·
vitamin A found in fruits and ment and protection of t~e _skin
vegatables, betii caretone, are impor- against \\ rinkles," Jones said ..
Use of a moisturizing sunscreen,
tant in protecting tissue from exidizing," Cutler said . ''If people wan~ to · and protection of the ski1l from exbe active in slowing d.O\\'n the aging treme cold are ways o f keeping skin
younger . Eating right, exercise and
proces~s in their bodies, they sho~ld
supplement their diets with caretone no excessive weight loss in a short
time period are ways in which to help
and vitartJin A ._"
Broccoli, canteloupe, peaches, skin retain it elasticity.
1

.

W eigh~y.,_pr.oblems ·e~erge
...
fo
...........

-'

they are not, said Bronner.
· Some people, especially atheletes,
may have high amounts of lean body
mass -but less body fat which may accouni for their overweightness according to the tables, ' she added .
Accordili.g to David Hyde, an instructor of nutrition and weight con·
trol in the Physical Education
rkpartment at Howard University,
By Erica H. Giddiens.
8)' Lorraine Merriman
people
nec:d
to
be
aware
that
''of
all
Hilltop S1aff Reporter
l-{illt op S1aff .Reportct ·
the people that Jose more than · 20
pounds, 98 percent gain it back
For some people, summer was a within seven years. "
In the quCst for perfection, sliril is
This problem can be overcome by in and fat is out . Women and men
.lime for showing off shapely bodies
that were painfully gained by one or ''change and modification of eating alike are doing everything that is
a combination Of strenuous exercise habits.'' Peoi)le should not try to lose feasibly. possible to becqme a perfect .
programs; fad diets, weight lifting, weight with fad or crash diets. Main- ···10··.
taining one's ideal weight can be
calorie counting or starvation.
Some people are classified as fat,
However, · s ummer is over and · achieved, becallse ' 'overweightness overweight, and obese. However, the
n}· slim p_hysiques are now giving , can be dealt with proper-ly."
difference between overweight and
Mo1ivation is also necessary for fat is approximately 80 percent in
y to flab . How can one maintain
one to maintain ideal body weig~t . body weight.
ose shapes.
According to Dr . Yvonne Bronner, Bronner said that ''one's social cirDr . Melanie Brown Ajanwach~.ku,
assistant professor of clinical nutri- cle may influence how you ~ant. to a clinical dietician at the Howard
tion at the College of Allied Health, look ." Hyde agrees that mot1vat1on ·university Hospital, said that there
mainraining an ,ideal and d.e sired is an important fact of. ''Nutrition are 20.0-30.0 percent of obesity ocweight requires ''education , ' ' and exercise are not a' .priority for curs if a person is mo·re than 100 per' 'mo1ivation, '' a.nd ''exercise. '' Bron- some students," and this lack of cent of their ideal body weight.
ner stressed that one should first priorities causes rhem to negtect their
-Any person ' may become obese,
' 'gain kntwledge about nutrition ."
bodies.
due to several contribllting factors.
According to Hyde, student s can The contributing factors include:
In addition to knowing that the
four basic .food groups include meat, motivate each othei: by doing their genetics, envir·o nment, eating patdairy, fruits and vegetables and grain ; · health programs together. These pro- terns, activity level, and econom1c
a person must be able to prepare tas. grams should consist of a balance background.
ty meals· incorporating servings from between eating n1;1tritional r~s and
Acco.rding to Ajanwachuku,
each group, said Bronner.
exercise.
generally more woTnen suffer from
Hyde said ihat a variety of foods obesity than men. Men are more acEducational training on nutrition
also includes ''knowing the differn- should be chosen from the four ma- tive ·than /women and burn off the exce between ideal and desired body jor food groups with a high concen.: . cess weight that leads to obesity.
weight," ·Bronner said. Ideal body tration of the complex-carbohydrates
Genetics and individual's eating
commonly
referied
to
as
starches.
weight can be delermined by the.·
patterns are the key factors in obesiHowever, Hyde said, ''It is not the cy . If one parent is obese, their Offheight and weight charts found in
carbohydrates t.hat are bad for us, it spring ha'"'.e a 30 percent likelihood of
most doctors' offices.
''However,desired body weight is is what we do to them such as 3.dding becoming obese.
.
.
how we want our bodies to be," she· butter oil and frying that ·make them
When both parents are obeseJhe1r
said·. Many people consider high in calories.'' In terms of overall offspring have an 80 percent
themselves overweighl . When accor- eating habits.. Hyde stressed that peo- likelihood of becoming obeSe. And,
ding to the height and Weighl table- · ·o Continued on paae 11
if neither of the parents is obese, their

Motivation
helps maintain
ideal weight

Obesity .
sparks heart
ailments

'

u n)cnown

•

Hilltop Stiff Reporter

How many times haVe J>COP!~
:onsumed .several ~ps of coffee or
:ans or Coke, or popped a few Nol>oz pills to stay awake? What do
.hcse products contain that secn1s to
>ep you up when you are tired,
:nakes you feel nervous when ¥Our
Dody has had too much. Are these efrects loarmful to your health?
.
The stimulant caffeine is the major raison ror the effects felt artc:r
coosumina coffee, Coke. or No-Doz.
Caffeine, a powder with a
bitter tu1e, belol2il to a sroup of
chemical compoulllla caUed methybantblnes and oc:cun tlUUrllly In l!IOR
than 60 species or planU, lncludina

coffee an·d cocoa beans, tca-,leaves,
and- cola nuts. ,
''It can be found in many different
..foods rangin1 from baked goods to
gclatins,''·said Dr. Carolyn Goode,
· usociale professor in the Department
of Physical Education and Recrea·
tion and a nutrition and weight control instructor.
Because caffeine is found in over
one thousand prescriptions and in
oVer the counter 'd rugs as well as a
wide variety of foods and beverages,
it has been referred to as lhe most
widely used dru~he world. ·
Aa:ordina to
, many JIOl>Ple
are awue thafi:affelne can be round
in chocolate, coffee, and many sof'I;
drinks, but, may be shocked to
dilcover that puddings, rroZell dairy
products, Mldol, Dristan, and Ex-

cedrin also contain large amounts of
c.affeine.
A single dose of Excedrip, for example, can contairi as mUch caffeine
as two cups of instant coffee, accordihg to Consumer Reportlm•a•rine.
Caffeine has a direct effect on the
· brain and the central nervous system.
It is absorbed by the intestinal tract,
enters the blood stream, and reacheS
the body's major orpns within about
half an hour of the time it is swallow·
ed. Caffeine is known to be a mild
diuretic, cau1es • small but
measurable increase in the body's
basic metabolic rile. scimulalt 1 eere.
tlon or pstric acid, widen coronary
blood veuels, and COllllricl -ebral
aneries.
.
Like other ~· caff. . efflCll
different p 1~le 1n cliff.- ~·

•'

!

••

Heart ailments examined
Third in a thri!e f)tlrt series
•

'

By Darlene Ellis
Hill1op S1arr· Rcpor1cr

Heart disease is the number one
killer among blacks in the D .C. area.
In 1984, heart disease affected
blacks males at a rate of 368 .0 and
black females at a rate of 295.3 per
100,000 member of the population.
According to the Commissioner of
Piiblic Health's la"test statistii;:s, white
males were affected at a rate of 384.2
and white females at a rate of 420.4
b
f h
per 100
· •000· ' mem ers 0
t e
population.
These figures differ in number
beca . ''blacks are outside of the .
1nstream of the medical establish·
nt," said Dr . James Diggs, assisJa t professor of medi~ine and
director .or the catherization
laborat~ry at Howard University
Hospital .
, .

A surgical procedure called a Cor
onary Artery ~ypass .Graft into ch
past was the only treatment for cor
onary artery disease. This·procedur
·is most commonly known as. ope
heart surgery.
The .s urgery involves removing
vein from another part of the bod
and conne~ting it to distressed cor
onary artery--bypassing the di$e.a se
area.
A less expensive form of treat
ritent , Percutaneous Translumina
Coronary Angioplasty (PTGA), is
new development. PTCA can dela

After menopause, when a
woman's body stops producing
or eliminate the need for open hear
estrogen, a hormone that . protects
surgery .
bones, the bones calcium supply is
This method involves placing
tube with a balloon attachment in
funher dec reased . To reduce the risk
side the artery and inflating tll
of bumps, fractures, ~nd bac kac hes,
balloon with liquid. This widens th
a calcium supplement, or foods high
b ood
in calci-um should be inge.Sted earlier
blockage allowing more I
·t
.
·
flow
through
lhe
artery
to
feed
th
ii} life to prevent these comp I1cat1ons
heart, Diggs said.
later on . Sardines, !Ow fat yogurt, ·
cottage cheese, and collard greens arC
Coronary artery disease causes in
f"o ods with high calcium content.
elude high blood pressure, .alcol)ol
.
h
cigarette sm9king;_ aqd diabetes
The Almaed a Stu d y, w h 1c was
Diabetes is one of the major risk fac
taken. in Almead~ County, Califortors because it affects the way th
nia, stated that social interaction
tends to improve mental outlook, and
''Heart dise3se is any prQblem in- body handles lipids--allowing mor
that people who are satisfied with . vo!ving the heart which complicates build up in the walls of the arteries
their lives tend to live longer than
the ability of the heart to function as .
Valvular heart dise"ase, a disease
those dissatisfied .
s a pump," Diggs said. The heart that 'a ffects a smaller part of the
pumps ~he required amount of the population, occurs when an infection
blood for the parts of the body he appears . iit the. heart valves. This
said.
~ ...~ .+
-. ' _ d1~ease 1s seen 1n drug abusers.· .
· Thete ate -s-mtarf6i'iiiS
~ · With- 1he ~repeated u~ of 1n
disease. ''Coronary artery disease is travenous dru_g s, bacteria attac
the number one killer of blacks and themse~ves to the heart valves
offsprin g have a S-10
whites in D.C . ''he said.
d~stroy1r:i1- t~e.cusps of the valv~s
likelih o ocl of becoming obese .
'
Diggs said. ·This can be treated wit
Genetics has destined a lot of people
Coron~ry artery disease occurs fpur to six weeks of intravenous dru
· b ·1
treatments or the valve can be replac
to be obese, but a person who is
when lipids and deposits u1 d up on ed with artificial heart· valves.
genetically inclined to becorhe obese the. walls of the artCry making it
can control-it by paying close attenharder for the blood to flow freely. symptom for thisddise,ase ~-~een on
tion to his/ her lifestyle, ·looking at the The heart.cannot increase it's rate as ly in a fever that eve ops unause_o
·
the infection.
factors which contribute to their
the, body's demand for blood in-.
A disease that has caused the deat
obesity inclination and eliminating crCases, Diggs sai~.
..
of ·young athletes is hypertrophi
them .
·
A person that has a blockage may heart disease. This disease has
Boredom, stress, depression, and
experien1:e some discoinfort in the genetic origin, which c'auses the hear1
overall unhappiness usually coax a
chest, shortness of breath and muscle to becomes thick. ''The first
person to oyere~t, and thus. bec~me
fatigue.
·
symptom usually is .sudden death,"
obese · because in many situations
Forms of · treatment include said Diggs. The disease can only b
food is used to combat emotions.
.
medication and surgery .
detected through specialized testing
· Ajanwachuku said, ''A woman
The medication that is given, takes done on a rare basis. .
should have a maximum of 1200
h h
·
the
work
load
off
t
e cart. ''It
The mai·or impact in stopping th
calories in their daily diet .'' Mi!oany
women exceed this amount, ac r- creates a new blood pressure rate in fatalities i ~ going to be seen in preven
the heart,'' Diggs said.
tion, DiRSt:'S said.
ding to Ajanwachuku .
L.i==~~...;~...;;;.~~~~~~";''"';;"'~:"",;;;.~"":";'~;""~~~~--'
Allareindividuals.
especially
those
h1.~.ngs
who·
overweight<-0r
t>b~se, sh·o uld
~
eat a balanced diet daily from the
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Bumps c-ould be ,..
I,
o··f the past for· black m· en

four basic
foodservings
groups, from
which-the
ineludes
: two
v,egetable and rru1t group, four servings from the bread and cereal group,
inflammatory hyperpigmentation
tWo sevings from tile milk and cheese
By Alonza L. Robe_rtson ~ \ . (dark spots) and possible buildup of
Hilltop Slaff Repor1er ·
·
group, two servings from the t h e
scar tissue
( k e I 01·d s ) .
meat and POUitry group.
.
Black hair has a tigh·t curl pattern
F;lts- and sweets should be
Shaving is a rite of passage for making repenetratiorrtnto the skin
elimi'hated from the diet to help pre- Young men. It symbolizes the transi- e~sy ~nd thus r~or bumps are more
vent .sQme of the related health' risks · tion from. peach-fuzzed adolescence prevalent in black men than whit-c
that are already present due to obesi- to whiskered adulthood. For: some men due to this genetic difference in
ty, sucb as :·increased blood pressure, black· men shaving involves {JIOre hair texture. This condition is found
increased resting heart, increased than handling nicks and cuts, it in SO percent to 75 perceri·t of blKks
heart size, additional blood, . means dealing with razpr .bumps.
and 3 percent to 5 percent of whiles
pathways, inflammation of veins, inRazor bumps and the rash along who ~pave, according to a TC\.<etll poll.
creased back -and abdominal pain, in- . the neck that acc6mpaniCs them are · ''To1al management of PFB is to
creased heart failure, and an overall the result of ingrown hairs, .said Dr. grow ~- beard;'' Vaughan said.
reduction in fitneSs . These are the Brenda Vaughan, the staff der- ''However for some professions sut:h
·most common health problems matoJogist at the. Howard Universi- as firefi1h1ers and. food handlers
associated with obesity.
.
lY S1udent Health Center.
growing a beard is unacceptable,"
In addition to the many health proPseudofollii:ultis b"arbae (~~B), she said~ .
blems associ8ted with ob.:sity, there "the medical name for the cond1t1on,
For those cases Vaughan firu
are several psychological problems.. results when -curved hairs grow out recommends using the· PFB -Bump"
·that accompany it. Stress and deprcs- and re-enter the skin (• 1.su•lly the neck Fighter razor. The Bump Fighter is
sion ai;:e t-.yo of the prirDary reasons areaJ very of1en carryins bacteria desianed especially for black men and
0 Contlnlied. on ·paae 11
aloq wilh it.
has bcin dinically proven effective.
This leads 19 inflammation, post... ~ u
H pqc 11
..
'
'

eoao._.

sources
of
caffeine
can
lead
to
toxicity'
addiction
students
.
·-·

81 Dni J. Ca••on

•

In order to prevent osteoporosis,·
the brittling of bones that can occur
as a result of the aging process, the
~ody needs 850", to 1_,000 mgs ·of
calcium a. day: The aver~e woman
takes in only 450 mgs .
Whatever the reasons for this
startling low calcium intake of most
wotnen the faCt for the college age
woman' to remember is that she or.ly
has about apother 20 years ~fore her
body stops sioring calcium in her
bones. Near the age or 35 the body
starts using its calcium .supply in
other functions .

•
'
•
••
•

-

.''The effects of caffeine depend on
the dose and the person. Some ·people can .c onsume large amounts of
caffeine and not ·experience any ef·
fects; others can .c onsume only a
small amount and feel jittery or nervous,'' said GooC .
''The duration -:- of tbe effect
depends on (Tactors such u) .,., sex,
body weiaht, and whether the consumer is preanant, smokes, or takes
any other medications,'' she ldded.
Acco~~Don Colburn, llllllor
of The
QMt!ndry. caffeine·
can ward orr drowsiness. improve '
alertness, speed r~tMiP peo- ·
pie who are ti , and increase
muscles" capaoity for MIZI<. It also lead to .1111 W0"' 9 •11 u'lktJ, Jit·
1«111111, and 11111

If conmm eJin

of-::..
.C amouu

-

-

lllill:J

caffeine can.be toxic. The fallll dose
"I ~irrilable when I
of caffeine in humans, accordin& to usual
cup or corr.-," .
Colburn, is· between five and ten
......
arams--thc cquivclCnt of about 7$ • stud ••L ''I aucss that mc•w ~
CUps Of coffee or tWO hundreds CIM body (s kind Of caffciJie dcPJ"'ieN,
she aclmkled.
o( cola.
,,,_ __ ... _
...- ..··-• ._a..-:..._
"Corisumina high doses ·of cafuuuucsuuest• .. - - · - feine can lead to caffeiriism:• said of the inl:lke of produas co ts' '

a

is caffeine iri Older to blrome ~
characterized by nervousness, dent of. caffeine. ''It ii
tremors, lrrltabilltJ, w11t-. and tapeT off IO tllal the body
headaches."
than to IO 'cold iwr.ter.i,i•,:;.
Rep1uocl CODM1mprion or caffeine Ooo<le.
·Tlieno
CID •-•
,.... 10 addictloll or "caffeine about
lilt ue
dcpcttderrc1. •• sakl Ooode. ''Intake cafrciae ''
Iii
of~feinecanbecomeanormalPlft ..~tar ......
ora..,sons behavior, and umllW, c1erec.t1
ao ~ It ror a Dldod1(ii is.posu- fl'il tJ
bit 111111)..., _'t 1•1.'s tl!o1 ue · ,..
fl
11
Goode.

''This

condition

Kt.

catreme

Oadilt.

d ..,....,, ••
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would like to thank the following people '
for making this years celebration a success!!

Ralph Dines/ Roberta McLeod/ Owen ;Nichols/Roger Estep/ Pearl Edmond/Brute Bailey and
\\' OJY / Diane Dory of Sunset Specialty and Piomotions/Raymond Archer/Terry ·
.
Samuels/ Calvin Mason / Nesta Bernard/ Vincent Johns/Kenneth Saunders/Ivan Ware/Bernard.Moon/ Al Johnson{Homccoming Policy ~oard/Schoo~ of Busine~s Student Council/Fred
LO\\•rv / Cassa11dra \Valto11 / Julia Dickerson/ Joyce Mim.s / Joe Parker/Vicki Little/~at
Shearin / Donna Jasper of the Hilltop / Laverne Freeman / Linda C3.nnon/Bcrnicc Cur-.
ti~ / Christopher White/ La Donna Muhammad / Miriam Parker/ Pan Hellenic' Council / Isaac
Darden/ Vera Katz/Ch~rles Duntcnr/e:tftisle Sealy / Stephanie King/Maiyff Simmons/Kelly ·
R.ichardsd11/ S!acie Scott/ Monica Shaw/ Angela Lockhart / International Students Office/ James .
Kenned~,/Carribean Student AssoC ,/ African Student .Assoc ./Liberal' Arts Student Coun1.'. il/ Mia Gardener/ Craig Bedford/ Stephanie Cosey/ Darlene Ellis/ Antonio Brinkley . The
H(l111e1.:omi11g Steering Committee.......
'

.

~

-

.

\,.

Ricky Wilkins .. .. . . . . . Chairman
Charles Malone . . . . . . . . Treasurer
Meaux Craig . . . . . . . t . Vice Chairma·n
··
*Lisa Deane. : . . . . . . . Operations and .Scheduling
*Judy Klein . . . . . . . . . Volunteers and Spec.ial Projects
•Angela James . . . . . . . . Secretary
*Sylvester Anderson . . . . . Special Assistant
*Ezell Battle . . . . . . . . Greek Show Coordinator
•Andy Hudson . . . . . . . . Parade
*Sandra Jordan . . . . . . . Fashion Show
*Frank Malone . . . . . . . . Gospel Show
*Gia Wigfall . . . . . . . . International Day(
*Tracy Turner . . .. ... · . Howardfest
*Ronnie Gladney . . . . . . . Variety .Show
*Lynette Noble . . . . . . . Miss Howar.d Pageant
'
Ms. Belinda Lightfoot ·
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•... and of course you the students ...
Once Again .
Thank You .
Jennifer A. Providence
Public
Relations Director
•

·*Coordinator
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STUDENT lAWYf!IS TO ASSIST LOCAL BUSINESS IN DRAFTING NEW
LEGISLATION GOVERNING THE ART OF PROFfSSIONAL HAIR llRAIDING ·
AND CHEMICAL FREE HAIRSTYLING IN THE DISTRICT' OF COLUMBIA WITH
NATIONAL IMPLICATIONS. D.C. COSMETOLOGY ACT,
•
D.C. CODE 2-961 THRU 2·'128 1'181 EDITION 1'186 UPDATE
(NO REVISIONS SINCE JUNE 7, 1'138.) .
I
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CONTACT: TAAIJl.Dlll .AIDUL UQDAH
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723-1827
' 8 A,M. T(> 6 P.M•
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Reed keys homecom1ng ·win
-· - -

.

v
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turf, were what prompted his

Hill1op Staff Reponer

performance.

playina field for the third consecutive
year, as he led the Bison to a 36-7 vic-

..

touchdown run that gave; the Bison
a ·22-7 lead just 1: 16 into the third
period. Lee Debose'! 47-yard pass to
~rrick Faison w~ the key element

on the four-play, 7S-yard drive.

Later ~n the quarter, Recd scored
his fourth touchdown from one yard
out, after Walter Gaskins picked off

the first of his touchdowns. Reed
'trailed quarterback Lee Debose for
17 yards before receiving a pitch on
the scoring play. Despite the delayed
toss , Reed said that the play worked
just as it was designed .
· ''That's my job, to follow him
down the field, '' Reed said.
John Harvell;s extra point a.t tempt

what everybody else has run on us,''
Hayes said. ·
., :. _

"They really played well and.they
had a lot of second effort. They w0 n.
it; they had their backs against the
wall and they just came out and lVOn

"t •• .

.

I •

Besides Reed, who was named the
Coca Cola offensive. player of the
Reed's score came six plays later, and game, several other Bisons also turn~
John Harvell's PAT put the Bison up · ed in good performances. Walter
29-7.
.
.
Gaskins, who earned deffensive
Reserve quarterback John Javis player of the gaine honors, finished
added another touchdown for the with six tackles, two fllmblc
Bison midw·a y through the fourth recoveries and an interception.
quarter to provide the; final margin of Linebackers Marty Graves and Marvictory. AnthOny D.a v.is' 29-yard gain . vin Jackson each contributed ninC
on a fake punt on fourth down from tackles, and Billy Dorn had one and
the Bison 28 helped set up paVis' l!i a· half sacks.
yard scoring play. Jeffries said that
On offense. Lee Debose finished
the Bison had planned earlier in the with 98.yards total offense, an4 Derweek to use the trick play to build rick Faison had two reccptiOns for S~
moment·um in the second half yards.
regardless of the score.
Reed summed .up the difference in
''That (the fake · punt) was in the 1he homecoming game as opposed to
ga~e plan since Monday," Jeffries the Bison's previous performances
,
explained . ''We saiQ we were not go- this season!
ing to be conservative, that we were
''One week, the offense would play
going to come out and jump on and the riext week the defense would
them . ' ' ·
play_,'' he said. ''Today, we j~st
A new attitude was also a part of decided to put it all together.'' ,

lead .
That lead was stretched to 13-0 late
in the first quarter, as ReeQ exploded for a 34-yard touchdown run and
Harvell added the point after . .
Winstori-Salem State countered in
the second quarter with their lone
score of the afternoon . Leonardo
Horn scampered 14 yards into t"he
end zone on a picture-per.feet
misdirection play, and with Tyrone
Smith's extra point, the Rams narrowed the Bison lead to 13-7. -....._
• The BisOn marched to the WSSU
three-yard line with the ensuing

fries said. ''We're going to tell him
it 's homecoming away from home
1
' Honey RMCll' pi~ks up y0tdoge in the Bison's 3'-1 hom1caming win our • next week . '
Winsto• Salem State. Reed hod 169 yards ru1hln9 and four touchdowns ,...... Reed, however.• said the overflow
c ro~d and ~he Bison's desperation
in the garne.
\ 'inl"l'nt Valentlnr1Ttlr Hilltop

•

.

,

•

•

The Trojans . are· coac hed by
George Moody, who hlls compiled a
23-32-1 record in six years as the head
coach at his alma mate.t .
Moody, who is regarded as a11
o ffense-minded coach, has the Trojans operating out Or a volatile wingT offensive set which ranks among
the leaders in the C IAA. In their four
wins, the Virginia St~e o ffense has
averaged o ver 32 points per game . .
Sophomq re quarterback Rudy
Elliott, who has passed for !i40 yards
and four toucl1downs, aild rushed for
three more scores, is the catalyst· or
the Trojan. o ffense .
Bison coach Willie Jeffries said

•

•

.

By Da.Wne· Ellis
Hilltop

Starr Reporter

The men's tennis team· placed third·

in the Capitol Collegiate Conference

•

*The Hilltop, a personification
of the Howard lifestyle,
financed and produced . by
.howard students, meets · the
demands · of its · readers by
featuring campus, local, na- .
tional and international n.ews
on ·a weekly basis.

•

•

VlraJnla St. Unlvenlty
Locatiri·n: Petersburg, Va. Conference: CIAA
Head Coach: George Moody
Record:4-2

. ayw .
a 1s, JUruor, won~ e
Fhght A S1nales 3-6, 6-!, 6-2 beating
!,ohn M~o~ of George Mason.

i

~ 1ua .told me ~hat I could
play hke I play. tn.practtce an~ not
worry about wtaruna and fOllJll. I
made IUYI ~Y my 'fl'< of pme. In.iead of....,.,. for~~~.
I made thlnp happen, said Willis,

Now, you can keep· up-to-date on all
issues affecting your alma mater while /
at the same time help. protect the future
of Howard's only student controlled
publication.

see<!ed players.

'CAii! cap«olq.

Fliaht A com

'

.

senior Joe Major and C~wfonl lost
in the first round to Geor1e
Wuhin11on '-7, I-6.
Strickland is In the process of tryina-10 ~a play_a for tbe sprina
Kooon:"Thal wlJlbelOlllethina jf,..
IC! him," said Strickland.

played durina the replar sealOD. "I

-m
WIWI.

Subscribe tQday!
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. The t e m ended their

of number one
11 nson with
and number two
Players.
·a 4-2 record, beatina Ocorae Muon,
.K...- Lee,
• won the Catholic and <Jeoracl°"n twice. The
Fli1ht B linsla In llfllabt ~ (7-f!. men fell only 10 Americ:u and
6-0) ~ Oraonda of American . . 1 01D11Je Wuhiqton but have a title
wun t too.~rtdem number two •n and a llllrd .,._ finish to be proud
Parquay, . Lee said.
of. "Thia foll hao pvon us Lp>od In·
Lee loll to OrlOllda when they
for our aprlq 1<110D " said

·-

-

~ ;~·-; ~ .. ·.\·

~

Si~Pwr.r__,_

.

Although produced and. financed by
Howard Students, The Hilltop caters to
all of the Howard University communj.ty: students, faculty, staff., and alumni.

l r~ :to ·stick' to a consistent game using strategic positioning rather than
trfing io overpower the strongei"·op·
ponent,' ' Lee said. Flight B consisted
of nun1bcr three and number four

S-1 to American; fli&ht B Bowen and
Willis lost in the senti-finals S-7, 6-4
to Ceoqe Wuhinaton; and Flight C,

. .. "_,-.-,
.. .
::

-

Career vs. Howard:l9-20-3
Last Meeting: I98S
Lost, 17-7

In doubles, Bryant and Lee went
· Fl"1g ht A Iosing
· J< 7
to t h.e finals
1
1n
•

-·

.

The

•

(CCC) at Georgetown last weekend
Also in singles Shawn Bowen,
over Georgetown and George Mason . junior, lost in the first round and·
H~ward scor~d 11 points falli·ng
Robert Crawford, freshman, and
beh1n_d American and George · Robert Bryant, sophomore, lost in
Y!~h1ngton. !'ho scored 16 and 12 · the second round. ••1 thihk we should
P<>!~ts respectively:
.
,
of won the tournment, they
I was pleased with the resuhs. We [Crawfo;d, Bryant[ were the key guys
had a co~ple of matches that could th8.t brouaht us out of the dog house
go gone ewthcr w~y. If we would have before the Salisbury Toumment, ''
won th~ w~. cou~d have won the Willis said:
~

whole thing, said Coach Larry
Stnckland.
· H
ood w·u· · · '
h

The Nation's Largest Black
Collegjate Newspaper
'

Netters take third place
'

- --

'!'"' - ... .

'

.

•

-"-

' 'The book on them is that they're
On the negative side, Je"ffries said ' fo r rEpps during his absence •. is also play behind· ~f(eshman Charles,_·
a real good offensivC team ," Jeffries that injuries continue to plague the
''banged . up." J~ffries said, but Lambeck, who gets his fiist.start as
said.
Qison, particularly on offen se . should still see action tomorrow .
a Bison alongside Derrick Faison . .
''They.are a perimeter-oriented team . Fullbitck Ronnie Epps, center Todd
~nd to m~k.e ma1ters w~rse, tlte '.Jef(ries -Said that the Trojans don't
They love to run the ends bec8:use Meiklejohn , and tackle Calvert
s? n. ~e c e1 v 1ng. :'C orps 1s . · al ~ o need any more incentives than they
they've got the personnel to do 1t. '' Thomas will definitely miss the game, d m1n1sh1ng . Curtis Chappell 1s,st1ll already have to go all·out· to beat the
·
·
the ood news for the Bison is that and there are still question marks sur- not one hu~dred perce~t, but may Bison.
the vlrg inia State offense is just like roun~ing tailbac~ 1-.farv~y Reed . Reed
play , and his backup. Sidney Jenn- ''This is their homCcoming, and they
the W~SU wing-T that the Biso
sustained a knee 1nJury 1n an outstan- 1ngs, le ~t the team to conc~ntrate on lost their last outing, so it's going to
· lied
ff · I l t
k J f ding performance last week . Tyrone academics . . Toney McC lain returns be tough for u·s ,'' he said.
..
qf~e
.sdo e ecttve Y as wee ' e • Johnson, who has filled ·in capably . from a one-week suspension, but will
r1es sa1 .

-----------Stanley R; Verrett

17-7 at RFK Stadiµm .

••

·.

~

•

·Bison strive for third '· v ictory against Virginia State Univ.
that Elliot has everything it takes to
make the Trojan wing-T fly .
Hilltop Staff N.cportcr
'' He can scramble, he loves to run,
and he's real fast, '' Jeffries said.
The Bison will atteIJlpl to put · Wingba£ks Von Allcli, .' w ho leads
together back-to-back wins fo r the t he team in rushing .with ~60 yard~
first time this season when they travel a nd six touchdowns, and Daniel
to Petersburg. Va., tomorrow to faCe Boy nton. who has added 258 yards
the Virginia State Trojans. A wi n and fo ur touchdowns, are the leading
would even Howard's record at 3-3 ground iainers for the Trojans.
and earn the .Bison their be.st start
Defensively, jUnior ·1inebacker
since 1981, when they fin ished 6-4. Kent Grant . leads the team with 1·1
The Bison enter the game wit h a ··tackles, while sCnior linebacker Peter
new oUtlook for the rest o f the St. Louis has so tackles and It sacks .
... season a fter post ing a tiig 36-7 Virnest Beale (!i-7 tackles, four inhomec~ming win ovei: Winston- t ercepti o ns and three fumble
Salem State. and ending-a two-game recoveries); and Anthony Parham (27
losi ng streak just when it sec"med li ke tackles, five interceptions), are also
the Bison were heading fo r ano ther ,._ big-play defenOers fQr Virginia State.
frustrating campaign:
_
O verall, Jeffries said that he feels
· T he Troj ans, however, go into that the key match-up will occur
tomorrow 's game in a cori.trasting ""·hen the Trojan offense is on the
situation . They had their fo ur-game field against the Bison defense, which
~inning streak snapped las.t wee~ by h.ld played its best game of tht season
lightly regarded Johnson ·C . Smith, last week liqiitipg Winston-Salem to
13-7 . Their record now·.stands at 4-2. · o ne touchdown .
Over the years, the Bison have had ~-----------~
the Trojans' nuritber, winning six o f
·
the last seven 'm eetings between the
.Howard Vs. Virginia St.
two teams. The Bison also ho ld a
20-19-3 career record against Virginia
State • a nd wo n last year's meeting

•

a Dana Walker pass at the wSSU 43.

was nQ good and the Bison had a 6-0

he's just a good football player," Jef-

WSSU coach Bill. Haya ' llid he
was not su11>rised by anythins thc
Bison did, they jua the Rams on
execution and hustle•.
''We knew they were 1oina; to try
to run the toss-pftch, becauae that~s

did the damage, scorin1 on a IS-yard

consccutiv·e plays; Recd carried for
seven, 14, arid finally 52 yards and

tOfy over Winston-Salem . State
University .
·
Reed~ who rushed fo( 118 yards
and scored·the Winning touchdown in
' last year'.s homecoming. game, and
·returned a kickoff for a schoolrecord 100 yards in thC 1984 contest,
picked up 169 yards on 13 carries and
scored four times to tie two other
school records .
:
The Bison upped _their record to.
2-3 with the non-conference victory ,
while Winston-Salem falls to 3-3.
Bison coach Willie Jeffries said he
was pleased with Reed's performance, but that he hoped that his star
tailback would not limit his heroics
to homecpming games.
' 'He' s a great homecoming guy and

said. ''You could tell they were ready for the game.''

Unlike weeks past, the Bison came
out of the locker room for the second
half and did what dpponents have
done to them all season--sealed a victory with a big third quarter'.
And it was. R~ once again who

tired; of people comina into ~qr
stadium a'.nd beating.us,'' Reed said.
••And it kind of hypes me up when
a big crowd comes. It just docs
something to me. "
. .
It was Reed who opened the scoring for the .Bison just over three
minutes into the game. After it failed WSSU Possession, the Bison took
over on their own 2~yard line. On

_crownCd as homecomina; queen .
And before and after the
. ceremony, the· spectators witnessed
Bison tailback Harvey Reed crown
himself homecoming king on the

the iame pie, Jeffries said.
''They were serious all week,'' he

Harvell field goal from 22 yards out
that made it 16-7 at the half.

we'r~

·aathered at William H. Greene
Stadium saw Khadija Tamu-Diags

.

kickoff, but had to Settle for a

j'This was 9ur homecomina. anQ

At halftime of Howatd University's ·1986 homecomin1 game, the
capacity Crowd of over 18,000 fans
•

.

for a win, csJ>«ially on their home

Sta•lef R. V111e11

.

•
•
•
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Obesity ·

In terms of selecting a health club
>rs~ to maint~in ideal body weiaht,
1-lycltj said that ''they are good in

for obesity, she said.

In addition to these two problems
the psychological affects of becom-

•

ing or remaining obese include in-

creas'ed depression and feelings of
isolation, loneliness, and inferiority.
Instead of obtai11ing professional
help many sufferers cope with their
problem by eating more, said
Ajanwachuku .
Obesity is a vecy serious subject. A
-person's entire health may depend on
those ''Few extra pounds.' ' Ir you are
over\\'eight or obese, balance your
\veight back to good health, because
good health can last you .an entire life
time, \vhere as obesity can and wlll "
end your lire. Aja~"·achukU said.

•

1

•
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Pefe11

How do.you feel about t e fact that the U.S.
and the Soviet Union ·failed to reach anagre~ment ·regarding nuclear disarmament

· omc respects, because tbcy providC
Jirection.'' ·
-.../"
In recent years these spas have encouraged more women to engage in
an exercise program. Hyde added ·
that ''they provide social support,
fun,'and most import_antly, they are
acceptable.'' Bronner said that peo-

.

.

ple should select health clubs that emphasize (he nutritional aspeci of
fitness.

~

•
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~
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•
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llnlfke double edged razors where
the clipped hair is cut at ~n angle very
close to·the skin, the PFB has a guard
over the cutting blade; h·o tding the
blade above the skin surface and cutting the whisker less close·than a double edged blade. By shaving the beard
above the skin surface; the -B ump
Fmm P•!e I
· Fighter razor prevents the hair Frorit
ha vi rig siifficient tensile strength . to
..
111 its 19~4 11u1111io11al gt1iClel inc, penetrate the skin.
the American Cancer Societ)' stated
Published results indicate that 72
that ''there is no indication that caf- percent of individuals.suffering from
feine is a ris._, factor in human razor bumps improved more than 25
ca11cer.''
percent over a period of weeks when
Deitre Allen
The Food and Drug Admihistra- they used the Bump ·Fighter razor .
Senior
.
<
tio11 Commissioner Jere Goya11, in
Microbiolo&Y
.
If the patiCnt finds no ,relief using
1980, <i<;knowledged that there iS ' 1 no
Anaheim,
California
conclusive evidence at. this time th.a t this alternative, Vaughan next recom''Despite the. fact that the tal~s
cafreine has ever caused a birth defect mends using an electric shaver or a
broke
dOwn , the progress made tti1s
depili\torx. Depilatories, such . as
in a huRtan being."
week~11d was phenomen<ll .. For inThe American Medical Association Magic ~have and Palmer's No Blade
stance the proposal to el1m1nate <!11
Council 'on Scientific Affairs, in Shave, ~ct by chemically weakening _ nuclea'r ·weapons iQ ten years tn
1984, stated that '·' There is currently hair' fiber OOnds allowing hair to easi- 1 nothing short of a miracle, Out JT\UCh
more time and resear~h must go into
... no scientific basis for associating ly shear when the chemical material
any long range treaties.
methylxthine consumption with is wiped off.
Since depilatories are largely comfibrocystic disease of the breast.'' According to Colburn, studies are in- posed of barium sulfide or calcium
conclusive about caffeines role in thioglycolate, ''for many peQple they
are too 'irritating.to the skin. If it
heart disease .
Presently, the long-term and short- worked perfectly I'd recommend it to
term effects of caffeine are still under. all my patients.'' Vaughan said .
under investigation.
''No one.thing is a cure or prevention '' Vaughan said .I ''SOme men
'
.
don't understand that shaving actual. Jy is the cause."

Caffeine

•

Sli-m

Leroy Edwards Ill
Senior
Pollllcal Science·
Washington, D.C.

''Althoug,l:t the ·u.s. and · th·e ·
Soviets failed to reach an a_greement
the meetii:ig of Regean and Gobachev
was· very 1m1>9:rtant for the Future of
world peace.••

''The meCting between Reagan and
~ache-..vas a historic moment in
history, however, until the su~er
t;iowers come ·to 1 terms on the
Strategic Defense Initiative an agreement 1s going to be very dirficult ."'

""

I

"

pl_e should limit sugar, fat a11 salt i ··take, eat smaller meals, drin.k wate
regularly, and eat a variety of foods
Both Hyde and Bronner stresse
the need for exercise in maintainin
Jnes ideal weight . Each said that
valking is a good method of exercise,
·specially for those "'.ho <>annot · aford expensive health clubs or spas.
Hyde said, ''The average· st udent is
sedentary,'' and a planned exercise
routine should be established at least
· three times a week .

.

,

LonJI Branch,. New·.leney ·.
''The United States and the Soviet
Union .w,1;:r;e..both askin.& lQO much of
each ottt€fftnhe iueet1ng 10 lceland.
I feel that the U.S . acted within its
rights to reiect an agreement that
would deny ror 10 years the right to
develop a defense against nuclear
mi:;siles.'' ,
.

'

Allen J: Brown
•

.

GOOO£SS CHICKEN SAi AD
Tomatoeo
.f eupe coolsed chunked.

Kimberely D. Jones
Nutsil!ll
Dale Uly,

~irgl nia

'' I feel that neither the United '
... I feel that the United States and
States or the Soviet Union expec;ted the Soviet Union were too optimistic
t9 reach an agreement on nucl~ar during the recent talks in Iceland . I
d1sarriiament, nowever, their First did not expect them to. reilch any
meeting was a positive step toward agr-eements at the meeting.''
world peace.{
•

.

.

ENDA1987

•

2 tablMpooNI white

•'-

2 tablespoons 81icecl

11een onJon
2·teupoons anchovy
paete 1
I tea8pOOl{ eweet buil.
.
. crumbled.
11.C teupoon tarraeon.
crumbled
Crisp •lad ... !!IU

ti ..uce. .

'. 1,·

•

chicken
112. cup mayonnai11e

Slice top off tomatoes; .
llCOOp out eeede and pulp•. ·
Mb: remainins inaredlenta
escept lettuce. Spoon into
tOmafu 11he1la. Place on
aalad plate11 lined With
aalad . peena. "Garnleh ..
deeired. Serve. .C.
•Save for favorite .....
or add to favorite lfPAl_het-

Terrence Manigault
Junior
·
English\
·
Pawleysi Island. South Carolina

Sophomo~

•

i

Nunil!ll

•4 Dole Sun-Ripened .

· ''Feelings of low self-esteem are
associated with any deformity,
whether it be razor bumps or acne.
Those people who are struggling with
theiiel problems tend to , withdraw·
from social Contact arid are not corii.fortab\b with (fating . Their self-image
is advCtstly affected and they may
dress better. to get compliments,"
Jennings ·said .
,

··a...-...

Marie Bernard
Sophomt>n

Speakout text and photos compiled by

Dr. Pamela Jennings, a clinical
psychologist at ·Howard University,
said that ni.en ·who sufrer From this
problem may feel less attractive and
have a low self-esteem. ·

•

From Piii!' 8

•

Michael A. Felder
Senior
ZOolou.
Bronx, New York
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BISON YEARBOOK
ADVERTISEM.ENT
ELECT OFFICERS
BUDGET, DUES
PARTY FRIDAY

•

-.

•

•

•

llrklllsll.
•If me
Sllf llS Siii
.
.

..

.

•
•

PUT A 1~87 BISON
YEARBOOK C·OLOR
AD AT. THE .TOP-OF
·Y OUR LIST!

11111 an11l Ill sc•u1.

,
•

•

•

•

.

.,,

LET us kNow wlto you .ARE. AhER--All
you'vE woRkEd ltARd, NOW TAKE THE
CREDIT! .

•

•

'

•

,,

••

•

BISON YEAllbook ltAs pRicEs To fiT ANY
· ORGANiZATioNs budqET! FoR A liMiTEd
TiME, SAVE · ~ 0/o off ANY full PAGE COLOR
AD! .
.

'

•

!!!"~~~--·····---·········--·-----··-----·-··----------------------~-~-~~-==-~-':"'~

WE will EVEN qivE youJ·% TO GET y~u S'JARTEd .
1 Full PA¥ Colo•
•

· , ~I I
'' ' . I :

'

•

Milt..-1tl7

•
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•

Rd • AT BilDN YuR•Mk
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0 PENS E VER Y WHERE,
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GENERAL

It's Not Too Lote ... YET .
Alpha Epsilon RhO--The Natiol1dcosting ~iety . is ext~nding he Fol l
Membersh1p Drive u·nt1I Mond . Oc-

•

Afpll1 Chapter
.
Delta Siam• Theta Sorority Inc.

tober 20, Students wfth Career interest

Sponsors Coin Drive for T.honksg iving

in broadcasting, as well as communica-

Boskets

tions professionals are· in.vjted to apply .

.

·On October 20. 1986 9-1 lp.m. in all

dorms
.
'
----------'--~-- ··
The elegant ladies

Of

ALPHA CHAPTER,
ZETA PHI BET A SORORITY,
. INCORPORATED

For further details contact Provessor

Carver- Room

B-21
On frtday, October 24 , 1986

from 9 :00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m . .all
vtC\\•ers are \velcome .
St. George 's Episcopa l Chvrch
Welcomes You
2nd and U Stre'ets N .W.
Sunday Services at 7 : ~0om, 9 am and
11 am (Sung)

L.--- ~·~--~-~-~~~
ATT-ENTION ALL
PA.LS!!!

CAMPUS

_There will be on important meet ing on
Sot ., Oct . 18ot3 :30p .m. in the Student.
~-· life ond Act1v1t1e5 A rea.
Con1e by office l~r more d'etoils •

PHI BETA SIGMA
FRATERNITY, INC .
ALPHA CHAPTER
Invite all rtie11 of quality to their 73rd A nnual Presmoker Thursday October 23 ,
1986. In the ·School ·of Social Wo~k
Lounge 7:30 p.m. ''Culture For Service,
Service For Humanity''· Att 1re-Sem1Formol {Blue)
·
·

-

'·
INTERESTED IN . THE BLACK
EXPERIENCE
. The Chancellor \o\/111.omS H1stor1col
,:;, ic1ety 1nv1tes i·ou to le01 n more
t:~lOu l 11. Discussions Field Trips
pec1ol programs contoct: Dr . Medi na" ,
Exr 7033

'

announce their onnuel

Sadie Yancy Essay Contest.

The block family is 1n constant
struggle; who_t do y04,. perceive to be
our greatest problem, and how would ·
you, as a bloc.k ·woman. attempt to
sol ve 11 .

The Missouri Student A ll1anc:e will meei
in Roorn 201 1n Dowglass Ho ll On Tuesday the· 21 01 5:00 .. We 'will discuss our
trip ta More house .
•

midnight

Auditorium

•

2. Friday No•ember 7

·

0

depar.t · Ciomton .

. l l ,QO o.m. (opprox .) Arrive in Atlon·
to, GA. Morriot Hotel (Courtland &

.

'

'

.

Studen·1s-Foculty: Top prices paid for
Textbooks with Resole Market Value. Tim
Jones 722-0701 . TAJ Book service. Sup-port a Student Enterpr ise

ATTENTION STUDENTS AND
FACULTY

There will be a reception for all Nursing
studen ts.on Wednesday, October 22 , at
12' noon in room 124 of the Freedman ' s
A nnex (College of Nursing) . Come meet
your classmates and find out new oppor.tunities in Nursing . Pleose attend .
Refreshments w ill be served .

.

. Clu.b Phi lly Meeting
Monday Oct. 20, 1986 6 :45 Sharp
Doubles Rm . 237

FOr the enchanting (leopotro hairdo and
o ther Afr.icon Royal on~ elegant hairdos includin g twt:its, weo_ving, wrapping, cornrowing b1aids ere . or reasonable
prices call 291 -3004 .
·

ATIEN Tl ON ALL WRITERS:
If you would like experience in magazine
writing, call Damion or Paul at '""the

If King Paris
. ' is not spinning, your par·
.
ty s not grooving!
'

Coll

L. A .

Groove

You don't hove to be on engineer!

RATES.!

U:S. 1'EPAKI'MENT OF STATE
u.'s. INFORMATION AGENCY
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
· · ·offer
.

• •
.-mnc

'''ndi'll

GccwmDent
ror
btt, ..udementa and in-

1 .................. ......
..a1eu na11. lnwl1Mft
f ' M hM beela &he fed ..
pw1- pr41wn in tbe W-

..J

ktfc L . lbititl

r.

me

a

c••nl ..... • 1

1nt
..

love , Tiffany & Michael

t

To the Infamous C.P.
)
Did Your earings turn at the Cob, .
)
..._,;.. C:i ••
beca use we know yoU brought them at · ~·
People's.
love, The Cor,:ipus Pals

-·

Happy Birthday Al lison
I Love You!
•

•

Dear ,( . W.,
Guess ':""ho? It 's dnly Mysteriously Me

CULPEPPER, HUGHES
& HEAD
New and used Black
studies books.
'
9770 Basket Ring Rd.
·Columbia, Md.. 2104
(30 l) 730-1484
FREE Catalog
Service by mai I
ONLY!!
'

Romona Stokes,
Happy Birthday to one of my best friends
in the world . You're a great person and
l'm so glad you joined me here at
Howard . Stoy cool and Remember ...

B.O. F.A .

•

Love A lways, P,amela Chew.
• • •

'

I

.

•A 10% DISCOUNT OFF ALL
TOTAL HAIR SERVICES
'

•

'

NAIL SERVICES WITH 'ANY
STUDENT IDENTIF!CATION:i
.
'

'

OFFER GOOD UNTIL
DEC. 31, 1986. EXCLUDES ALL WEAVES.
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL TODAY 723-1667
ASK FOR MS. DEIDRA L VLES
'

•

'

5332 Georgia Ave .. N.W.
WashingtDn,D.C. 20011

'

~·

•

•

•

I

b•1tJPCt1our•.-·1ll11,ourNPI
, I' ••beon)OUr
~:, Molc'r,. No\•11bM 17th,~ l&Nlaa".clQ"tht U:cu ·
M'IQ car.:
I tor~·· II our~ R &
0 Center~ loc Ill ti in E6;1 t ' r, Ntiw .Jel'My.
1

..

GAO ..... A 'CAREER WORTH CONSIDERING
"
For a good investment in your future, consider a career with
the U.S. General Accounting Office. GA0's solid reputation is based on the achievements of the many outstanding
people who have accepted the challenge. Take advantage
of the opportu,nity for a satisfying career with GAO by interviewing with us on October 31 ; 1986 in yciur Career
Placement Office. Also,
will be on campus to discuss
co-op opportunities on October 27, 1986. Currently, GAO .
is looking for people with major coursework in:
.-Business Admin.
-Computer Science
-Economics
)
-Government
-Political Science
'
-Public Admin.
-Public Affairs
Minimum requirements include an overall G.P.A. of 2.9
or major G.P.A. of 3.5. U.S. citizcns}ili> required. For more
information, c.ontact your Care.er Placement Office or
GAO's Recruiting Coordina.t or at 275-!W04. ·
.

we

•

LIVER 7 IAllCH & DIVE.OflMENT
4111•r•rrt
.... ,, ... ,, . . . , ..., G>WG

•

An. ' J"' ~Em;+)• U/F

, .•

•••

For 1 he lealletcm tba defio# ond ..,. be ...... il, ,... - wrilo to lhe
Commiu.P.AReep 1'hle
hcleral & '&&,DJ lfl E
- . N.1!., ............
D.C. ·
'

•

•

GAO •••• AN EQUAL
'
•
•

'

I Thought'You Might Be

NATURAL MOTION'S SPECIAL OPERATORS HAVE

I

t

10

Happy Birthday Al i
Sup rise!

.

October 24 198.6

.-. Under ~t tal lawa,
however, the pvemment will
.
ool'ed cmly tlbout 19 percent ·
fJI our Gr11it National Product ·holr of our federal budpl.
in*-xM .
• ••
•
The' uperta at the CommitIn that pp u.e the criai8 in &ea Fot" A R.ponsiblrt Ped ...
iWkit
that threat- Buda;et believe the wwv to
all /:m1rk••, pu1icu- ourp1 111nt and f\atun bur1t1t
larlr the el l'T rl)' and the 1mall problema liea in· both in·
t
I 'I
• to.191, .. ..u Q I I ~ t.a•• and ndueed
• tJ:
who will mtrrit OW" llp8Dd:inc. It 1'9''ll"'menda re-1
.• .•. ',~''
4tOW. I a.. 3
~a-L••
-ltraiftt OD atitletr+ota., a
dnft. ThotJhoondoholfpor· alowdown in the 11owth f!ldeomt pp • ...,..nta &o hOO bi.J- few apeqdina. elindnatinc
U....
low pl iut ity dom 'rt.ic .,...
•••
ll'lm and • tu mer-.

•

SPECTACULAR HAI~ FOR
SPECTACULAR SEASON

•••

•

prod .

Howard Engiri..,rmogozine' 636·663 Cc- 145-0920, 769-6016, 734·4627 . · LOW

Deadline for receipt of application:

'

a •trong defenae and a
humane IOCietf. To meet
the9e goa)a, the pvemment
can expect to expend al.mo.t
26 percent of our Gl'OM Na~
. tiona1 Product in 1986.

'

.PIRSONAL

Trina· B. froin Spelman:
I woke up in the morning,.
-See -your lace, ·
Your sm ile is on my mind,
Yol! are the one that I'm thinking of
Con we spend some time?
Norman

Afri<an Royal Hairdos ,.,
L1din of Eleaanl Fuh.ioas

December 6, 1986

The American people want

-·

-~~--o-~~~~~

CLASSIFIED

-"fhe Anni.fa/ Foreign Service
· Written Examination

f 1•M l67.... l•••aYaNJ'6"J. . . ll.,._167"9'SMN>.Sl .. L~

'Nancee
_
You know .that you ore the only
woman that has sot up and listened to
me talk about life for 12 hours and not
tried .to jump ou"t of a window
·Is you crazy cir a really good friend?
guess who

lN THE COUNTRY. Gafn ele'.ction experience, learn political organizing and
work to make a difference. F/ T, ·p; r and
during holiday breaks . Training and adv_
oncement opportunities. Hrs. 1:30 lOPM , salary 1801 wk, coll CLEAN
WAJE~ ACTION ol 547- 1196 .

Publish 'your short stories. essays;
poet ry, and drawings in Janus l~e
li terary mc:iQazine of the Departmerit of
~nglish incl ude your name, phone
. number, address. student 1.D. or fpcul ty C:Ompus address With each poge.
leave contri but ions in the Janus evelope·
Joe
located outside of 218 loc ke Ho ll b') Oc·
tober 31; 1986. Material ca11not be
ret urned So please send copi~s only .

The Initial Step:.

t••FA. e..r'i&'Fi<iui..es·1.'

--

Kooro Bear

TAJ BOOK SERVICE

ATTENTION ALL NURSING
STUDENTS

F1UU'llE ._FOR EXCEllBICE,
WE'RE UIOll6 FOR YOU.

the more I true1y believe I've known you
oll my life ... its a little premature, ·but
H/,PPY ANNIVERSARY ! I LOVE, YOUI

WORK WITH ONE OF THE LARGEST
GRASSROOTS ENVIRONMENT LOBBIES

·-··---··---

" "ith t he same ri>gularity as
the income tax season? Do
they seem to last longer t han
the MaverageM cold- up,to sev:
eral mqnths? Has t he idea of
investing. in tissue futu res
crossed your min4 at least
five t in1es?
Maybe you r malady is not .
Representing the United States abroad as
a cold..
• · A • ~ Id is npl us~ally
If you r sneezing, s niffi ing, c ~ara cterized by itchy eyes or
a Foreign S.ervice Officer.
stuffed-up nose, itchy, red.
nose; hay fe,v er usually is.
watery· eyelo and scratchy
• A cold can hit anycine at
throat seem to occur at cerany age; hay fever n)ost often
tain times of the year, every
occurs "in c.hildhOod- us\Jally
year, or on expo.sure to pardoesn't begin after middle
ticular subatan~s , chances
age.
are you're an allergy sufferer.
• A cold usually clears up
. The most common allergic
within a week to 10 days; hay
disorder in the United States
fever is rrequently seasonal,
is hay fever , affectiii.g about
lasts for the duration of the
20 million people annually.
~n•
Hay fever and colds s hare
some ~ymptoms, but hay fever
ars perennially.
.
lasts.for t.Jie duration of expoIf you• hay f•v••-•ymplo
I
'
sure to poll~ns or other aller- are debilitating. You should ·
You may obtain an application from yo'ur
gic triggers.
see a doetor. HoweYer, if your
symptoms are less 's evere. a ,
·
Campus Placement Office
•
One of the most common allergens in the United Suites
carefully selected, continuor by calling
is ragweed. While pollination
ous-action decongestant and
(703) 235-9369 or 235--9377 '·
seasons are-quite constant in
antihistamine, such as CONAn Equ•I Opportunity Empklyer
a given location from year to
TAC", will help relie~e your • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - year, 'the .season may vary
nasal congestion, sneezing,
with the location.
·
.
,watery eyes and runny nose.
Here are SQme simple guideFor more infonnation about
lines to help ) 'OU tell the difcolds a1'd to obtain your free
ference between a cold and
L'ONTAC' COLD FACTS ABOUT THE
, hay fever :
COMMON COLD ·Jnforrilation
•
• A cold is sometimes
Packet; write to: CONTAC' .
marked by fever ; hay fever
P.O. Box 10000, Dept. M.,
"'- rarely. if ever, is.
.
Long Island City, NY IliOl .
~ lll<*••Campony-- to~ Ila 0
and d1u lPR*'t lf"i0111 In hOl 11hold Ind Pi'ICW\ll,pnxli'*

::•·;•" :. ., ,. ,.";.

•

we've only been together for four
months, but the more we're together,

.ACTIVE ENVIRONMENTALISTS

Intern. Blvd)

A Foreign Service Ca~er

•

r

~~~~~~~~-

'
COLDS VS. ALLERGY ' HOW TO TELL THE DIFFERENCE
~-

12

Requi rements:
Alpha Chapter
l,>..ppl1cont- H .U . student .wtth
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
f1 eshmon status Three 10 four, typed,
sponsors their 10th Annual 20 mile
dou ble-.spoced pages
- . . ·. Wo.lk--o-thon On Octo!--"r 18; 1986
At 8 a 1·1 ..-Stc. 11ng Ir',
\I·" ·y
~ •• tir· ,
belo1e Monday October 27 ,
Pre<eed s ··1tl be donated 10 F.L.0.C.
·''~·1·1ilt·' ~-~ ~'-<J YS s ~oul d be brought to
ond The kenyOn Village. The Gambia,
'2.6 5W i.;,,1l1un e Ho!l
·'
West Africa .
·

THE COMMON COI.D ·
.
Do _vour eo:lds seem to come

s

The Ladies of ·
Delta Sigma ·Theta Sorority Inc.

COLD FACTS ABOUT,
.

t. Thun. No•embet 6

THE LOU'IS_IANA CL!_UB

~~~-"''-'-"c.=~~-

ATTENTION : If yoU ENJOY wr1t1ng. why
not experience magazine wr1t1ng? Call
' The HOWARD ENGINE~R magazine 01
636-6631 . Ask for Darri1on Qr Pau l

..

.......,,,...-..,,,,,,

!College of Pharmacy and Phar. maceuticol Sciences]
1n their
S~y No. T0 Drugs Party
The ladies of
When: Saturday, October 18, 1986
. DELTA SIGMA THETA
. Time: l0pm·2o'm
)orority Inc , Invite oil interested rTien la
Where: BlackbuFn Center Ballroom
::it.tend the 1986 DELTA BEAU Interest
~ Price: $3.00
tickets on Sole at Cramton Box Office · rTieeting: · _Monday 1 October 10th ,
,
Douglass HOll, B-21 al 5:00 P.·M .

'•

$90.00 (Bus & Hotelt
ITENERARY FOR TRIP:

Support a Stu~nt Enterprise.

THE NATIONAL BLACK LEADERSHIP
ROUNDTABALE, WHICH IS CHAIRED BY
CONGRESSMAN WALTER E. FAUN-.
TROY, . IS RECRUIITING VOLUNTEER
WOkKERS FOR THREE BLACK CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES, FAYE
WILLIAMS IN LOUISIANA'S 8Tf.I
DISTRICT; MIKE ESPY IS MISSISSIPPI'S
2ND DISTRICT; ANO.BOBBY
IN
VIRGINA'S lST DISTRICT. IF ELECTED IN
NOVEMBER, THEY Will BE THE FIRST
BLACKS TO REPRESENT THEIR STATES
SINCE' RECONSTRUTION. TRANSPORTATION TO .T"1E TARGET DISTRICTS IS
FREE . FOR MORE INFORMATION, CAll
265-0193 .
'

scon

Roundtrip t ronspo.rtotion ovoilabie to
The Cha rles H . Houston
.game.
Pre· LaW Society
.
4. Sunday November 9
Presents: Charles E. Shoemaker, pre·si10:00 o .m. (opPfox .) depart "Atlanta ,
d,.ent o f Shoemoker•Kusko ,
GA . Arrive at Cromto.n A uditorium
test pi'eparation Services. an Tuesday,
11 ,oop.m .
I
October 21, 1986 in the School of
Business auditorium of 5:00 p.m. A ll ·
•Price does not include ticket to the gem{!:
Society members and inlerested students
_••f>.:. Student Act_ivity outho~ized trip ,.
ore encourdged to attend .

First and second place .;,.inners will
receive $7S and $50 tosh. respecfively.
Address the follo~1ng issue: ·

The Progressive Men of

•

pp

vs.M REHOUSE Gome (Morehouse
Homecoming) November 7, 1986 to
Nove~~r 9. 1986:
J.

3. 811. November 8

So

c0

Tb/;(je
M ichigan Club-of H .U. !s sponso ·n a .trip to the HOWARD

Time Jones 722-0701 . TAJ Book Service . •

Luther Bear

ANNOUNCEMENT . .

THE MICHIGAN CLUB

·

PRESENT!! J

Take A Chance
Came Out and Dance
Wiih the .

'

Students-Faculty :
Top Prices Paid for Text books with
Resole Market Value.

Will HAVE A MEETING ON'WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, AT 7,()() p.m IN
DOUGLASS HALL LECTURE ROOM .
ALL MEMBERS ARE ·ASKED TO BE

Ms:ke Ends Meet

.

will coriduct MCAT, DAT, GMAT. GRE ,
AND PCAT test reviews. All test areas
covered . Deadline: October 21 , 1986.
Inquiries, opplicotioris : Foul'.\ders Library
'90m 336 .

'

Con

' .

IF YOU CAN'T FLY •••
' ' RIDE WITH USfl!

,,,,;,;,,,...=~..,;.,--~

Ain't no crop
W.e .wonts to Rap
Get a bit loose
Take off 'dem boots
P.rice is Right
No need for Fright
Even the Cheap

- --

-

THE CENTER FOR
PREPROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION

of

*ORGANIATION
* * AERho, FQR
A PROGRESSIVE
A DYNAMIC
1.NDUSTRY;. 1t. *
.. .

1

1n Blackburn on the Ground floor plaza

School

CorTimunications.

Would li ke to invite all in terested ladies . to OL r oflnuol foll soiree . It will be l1eld
· on Saturday, October 25. 1986 From
4:00 to 7:00p.m . 1n Douglas Holl,' Room

The ladies of
ALPHA CHAPTER,
ZETA PHI BETA SOROf!ITY, f
INCORPORATED'
\\•ill be having o paraphano110 d1Sploy

314

-

OPPOll'nJ~II Y EMPLOYER
•

•

'

•

